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POEMS
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Ching-In Chen

leaving shiny city
A Monday and we expect nothing.
Flashing sirens.
Grayback whale road clot as we heave ourselves past litterbugs and drones.
Then portpuss and overbearing cyclops.
Concrete canal with no visitors.
Skeletal pitchfork, orange vests.
We head skyward towards a wrong turn.
My familiar angles our body for exit.
We miss the clouds by inches.
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underground shiny city drag
Hollow warehouse, shard road, twilight.
metal plumage trade sculptors.
Grainy rain does not fall.

In this slab city, diners lose doors,

Corn, frystick, brown rice squeeze to drink.

Muralist prints her shoulders onto pale butcher paper and hawks them as
portraits of the famed.
		
Words hide in boxes tame to ground, broke into sandstone slabs
destroyed by hint of water.
Desert motel signs gloom over empty troughs of water.
Slap bodies oil and battle, sizzle and wrinkle.
Then you step forward. Ring of light, rot wood stage.
All shark eyes on
your suited figure.
You step to microphone and twirl. Your debonair hat falls past your eye.
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Kenyatta Rogers

Conjunction
And maybe it’s because we don’t believe
in streetlamps anymore that you curl
into me like shrimp trapped in the trunk
of a Chevy. I sleep better because of it.
And when that girl yelled at me
from across the field you told me to yell
back. You lost your glasses, so you bought
contact lenses and never wear them,
you’re doing great—
you’re fine, you’re wonderful
there’s nothing wrong here.
And there’s many things like this.
Please stop crying at all the dead deer
on the roadside. This makes me
sad, this makes me like you a lot.
We stood in the shower
until all the hot water was gone.
Where’s the person who keeps breaking
into my car? How did I spend $98
at Red Lobster? You drove me; I wanted
to go because they’ll all be closed soon.
I’m here by myself. I’ll be
awake until 3 in the morning.
I need to make sense of it.
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After Whiskey
I want to tell your teeth something about ivory
and your waist something about my waist.
The lines in my hand tell me I’ll have a divorce
and live a long life, but the lines in my hand
separate my hand into four parts and I was
never told in school why the lines in my hand
even exist or what teeth are made of or why
I like certain parts of your body more than most men’s.
I don’t write poems about sex anymore
than I write poems for people I know.
And I really don’t know you as well as I’d like.
My stomach feels sick when a few hours ago it didn’t.
I keep finding your hairs everywhere.
I keep refusing to wash the sheets on the bed.
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Michael Homolka

A History of Art
There is Christ’s birth there is Christ’s death
a few sedatives in between
Eventually an architectural
annunciation beam (a bluebird flaps overhead)
and the voices of everyone
who slightly irritate me
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Eric Weinstein

Memory Leak
The machine stays up all night writing
poems smoking some it spawns
a billion threads of execution
little tales it tells itself
in tale zero it sails from island
to island in an archipelago linked
by green arrows of algae
In tale one it is a blue fork
of lightning whose ends reach
into the head of every child
in the neighborhood and install
imaginary friends a sheep a robot
made of bottle caps The machine
constructs these artificial histories
but never deletes one One memory
runs into the next bioluminescent
algae fill the neighborhood pools
a robot sails for the New World
in a stiff breeze The humans wake
to find one billion machine poems
overflowing the hard drive the last
one reading I would grow human
teeth of my own and dissolve them
I would send signals directly into your heart
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If You Should Ever Think to Please
My Ghost

If, after I depart this vale, you ever remember me and have thought to please
my ghost, forgive some sinner and wink your eye at some homely girl.
— H. L. Mencken

Tackle the first old man you find emerging
from Fancy Tony’s Gentleman’s Club
him repeatedly in the chest with a Bible
Shout Grandpa, I’ll save you as you do this
*
Eat one jelly bean at a time until you determine
the maximum volume you can safely contain
Record this number in a secret location
Repeat this annually on Yom Kippur
*
Create a corporation dissolve it
ideally in acid so as not to leave evidence
Change your name and move to a ghost town
in Texas alert the local authorities recommend the death penalty
*
Yell Mr. Zuckerberg tear down this wall! Or else
friends will make yearly pilgrimages to my Facebook page
I don’t want that Photograph of me smiling with a beer
dispensing hat persisting in the Internet’s infinite memory forever
*
Don’t visit my grave there won’t be
one of these days come on out to the ocean
Say Man at least one of his atoms is out there
Say If that isn’t nice then I don’t know what is
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Amy Woolard

A Place Where There Isn’t Any
Trouble
Girl walks into a house & comes out running. Girl runs down
A neighborhood street & a pickup rolls up beside her. Storm’s
Coming. Aunt says Girl you know there’re monsters out there
& you never know. Aunt says Sugar this storm’ll run roughshod
Over the dirt you call childhood, farm & storm spread so wide they
Each get a name. Whiskey rolls down her throat & lights the farm
On fire. Aunt says Girl, there’re monsters in this world you’ll call
Friends in the next, storms that’ll write your name in the sky,
Clouds that roll up & announce you like a choir. A fire don’t
Chase but it catches. The bells of the neighborhood church keep
Pealing on without you & do not call you home. Around here,
Ugly ain’t a name for the way somebody looks, but how she talks or
Talks back. Rotten isn’t just for apples; it’s for how she acts. Girl walks
Into the woods & comes out a monster. Storm kicks up beside her.
Mongrel paces just behind her footfall. There’re farms in this world,
But Girl & Mongrel are headed to the next. Around here, strip
Where a field meets the woods is called the Invitation. Stray piece
Of straw on her skirt like an unlit match. Stray light splintering
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Through the branches like tangled hair. Oh & she is lit
With whiskey now. Now a fugue settles over the trees.
Now a path undresses itself in front of her, fingers her
Forward. On the other side of an invitation, somebody’s always
Cooking up something. Trouble is a dish. A prayer: Fill my plate
With sugared apples. Fill my heart with discipline. Mongrel cases
Any new body might stand in her way. If you can’t beat them,
Join them, the farm calls. If you can’t join them, let them
Walk you to your truck but when it’s time to go, it’s time to go,
The bells peal. Girl peels off her Sunday skirt like a bell gone
Soft. An invitation is just another line to be crossed, after all,
All of it rinsed with a light, salted. Girl leaves the farm lit
Behind her, but takes the path with her when she goes,
Wherever she goes, pretty as you please. Full of sugared
Breath to waste on the crook of the next one’s neck. The dirt
I could dish, thinks Mongrel, I’m the one she’ll miss the most.
Well, shoot. Somebody got to be the one who stands burning
On the porch, waves Aunt, & somebody got to be the one to get lost.
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M. Forajter

Slander
today i love you so much. the
sky splits less thunderously
when you have your hair
pulled back against the nape
of your neck. what part of the
sky is closer and what part is
further away? i need to find a
way to know. i want someone
to adore me the way i smash
pots. at night you curl into
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my
mediated
body.
humanness. the revealing of
genitals. i think i just want
someone to tell me i am
doing okay. what else? what
is it? what power is there in
feeding
animals
to
themselves?
dear muted
tiger, i love the dip of my
husband’s spine more than
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any word of slander. i love
the detraction. i love oxygen.
i love all my implausible
things.
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Jill Magi

from L. V. E. S. (Love Verges and
Envelops the Seminar)
You carry you shaking or steady.
You fill up and wonder what you have for pages.
You weekly RSVP to the S-building or North or
C3. Which? Oh, follow me. Coffee and cookies
clink, knowing this or that, you gather you.
Carry them shaking or steady, little spill.
You show blank or your mark attempt. Fathers,
maybe steady, and the signs get read.
You are a lover and use power in a sentence
while tenure said never write a love poem
so you will, in a rush, put some seminar together
on shaky occasion—
I love this lunch of translation studies, English
as budgetary constraint and partition. Her Translating India1
undulates our veneer and on “the journey of English” you leave
song and vernacular behind. First as father tongue and then
the rest of it, the mother tongue of rumor, kitchen, backyards,
rumor, gossip. I repeat rumor because my grandmother
was pictured next to the flag of an English class. I pluck

1

by Rita Kothari.
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this disjunct—inspect it—it manifests in language
and residual—so much poetry! She asked,
“what’s really going on?” and her complications loved.2
A paper if not in the service of empire, then what?
As the ancient dye baths of Fez appear on the screen,
a telenovela shifts locale, is an open genre.3 You agree
with your body. Earlier, the poet is shown dancing
next to her dog in repose. Which bodies can leisure? 4
“I don’t get it,” he said. She grooved, whiling away
his not near the beauty of those pools, once dipping.
The audiences were two except for you. Your heart
knew. Outside two pigeons practice being chased or frolic.
Then lay down across the two because it is not
possible to heal when the present is actually
the past pressing. But that was poetry while
at his seminar, a screen veils, we count
Orientalist gestures and she said, “the specter
of the Sephardic Moor in Brasil is self-exoticizing,

from Rita Kothari’s talk, “Hinglish: the social life of English,” May 7, 2014.
from Wail Hassan’s talk, “Carioca Orientalism: Morocco in the Imaginary of a Brazilian
Telenovela,” April 2014.
4
from Dawn Lundy Martin’s poetry workshop and presentation of her video essay,
April 2014.
2

3
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and with pride.” 5 I had never thought.
With villainy? With progress? I reviewed.
One version of “to heal” dupes us all. . .
"Can the media ever be turned
to the interests of the poor?"16
Even if you prefer not that word.
I do. I leap with desire toward the fire
of this question to discuss. Let’s revamp
protocols of inquiry! Let’s admit
the crisis of stories at the brink of erasure!
Who doesn’t care for that particular table
will say it is only a spike in your own difficulty.
Let them. “Personally” is a bead of water
in seminar oil. Mix your own. Margins.
I see that you do, too.
And you finished, secretly, the last page, rereading: “wisdom tells me I am nothing”

5
16

a comment at Wail Hassan’s talk.
from Arjun Appadurai's "Grassroots Globalization and the Research Imagination."
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and “love tells me I am everything.” 17
Oh moon, you are always for two!
Love’s near pages steady the black plastic
chairs, righting themselves for tipping.
You trip. Your limp drags the moon into
the room and your dreams pillow the wreck
of the week of the weak seminar. You ate
all your cookies and let the crumbs
tumble into your gutter. You will not crash.

17

from Sharon Salzberg’s Loving-Kindness: the Revolutionary Art of Happiness.
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G.C. Waldrep

from Testament
*
Incompletion, then. Insoluble
because any formal arrangement of elements
can be viewed as “complete”
on its own terms. Form brokers form.
Archaeologists suggest a second oval
of standing stones
once stood outside the extant ring
& possibly there was a cairn in the middle.
Possibly something was stored in the middle
& possibly this something was a body.
To build vs. to erase, as protocol, ritual.
(Mandatory Rauschenberg reference:
SELF-PORTRAIT WITH ERASED CAIRN.)
Not even accounting for the cupmarks,
inscrutable little flagella of intent.
Intention perceives limit, imagination
none. To harry the intelligence,
sole intent. Form brokers form, & we fight over
the results, & from this a politics emerges,
leisure options, chestnut geldings on the beach.
And then what. And then what.
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*
New studies suggest my conducting teacher
was wrong: memory holds seven
(+/- three) things at a time.
This should make for more & better music
among other, more necessary things.
What’s more necessary than music, you ask.
(Faith. Hope. Charity. History.)
Predicate: four graces in three acts,
with accompanying Dadaist defenestration.
Boneless calves glimmer
in earth’s rotational rent-a-tomb.
It is not like belief. Nothing is “like” belief.
Scientists hold glass slides
of the animals’ skin tissue, hair, bone samples
up to the light & see
light, interruptions
in light. We are judged by the quality
of the interruptions we make in the light.
A poetry of reflective silence, cyanotypes
of musselshell & doily, the body
pressed directly into the reactive medium.
We spot them on hillsides, amateur mycologists,
ornithologists, lepidopterists
now looking down, now looking up.
Scar as ghost-wound, proud flesh
burning in the twin nostrils of the cooling towers.
Naphtha, borax, creosote,
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all you inferior forms of radiance, listen:
hum vs. pulse, alternating current vs. direct
participation in the glandular Colosseum.
Place your bets ladies, gentlemen,
curates, purveyors of nutritional supplements:
in the gym of the bone,
in the gym of the rib of the bone.
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Kate Greenstreet

from The End of Something

03830
“I am writing this in the dark.”
Is he inside?
He is.
He’s testing himself.
He uses music.
A small scattering of crickets.
A foreseeable
loss.
He wasn’t born blind.
He had witnessed an
accident.
They were boys, they were vulnerable.
That didn’t make them good.

Here are his books. Handwritten.
This story and the next one—
it’s called “falling into a new consciousness.”
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03836
Back in life, you said.
But you got sad.
Why?
I heard that little music,
threw out his hundred handwritten pages
and all the photographs from overseas.
All the soldiers,
the girls.
Once
in the heart.
More lists
of the things we’ll need.
A close-up of apples.
Disappointment is an obstacle.
Said he was unusual, as a boy.
Then couldn’t name the first thing about him.
Everything he thought was going to happen
we know about
from the songs.
Our respects.
Are you all alone?
You can make a wish.
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Sarah Tarkany

a stairwell for V
I built a stairwell for us and it wasn’t blue.
there, the sea spray oxidizes iron. all small
things evolve slowly: those living and dead,
those staid hours in november. you believe
in fire, and where does that leave us? I want
to live in lighthouses when it’s white outside.
here is a piece of wood in water. you start to
think anything can rust, and it can.
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vagabond, this is the part with
gasoline
you

over & over distance under water

you

no longer in tidal pools for blue camphor
where the hallway fills
no longer with what color

you

brush every surface with lacquer

you

cross saltpeter over my breasts, over my cunt
as if mattering is what makes
the air shimmer with heat

you

take into the back

you

want to burn to
the part where there’s fire again

you

burn the studs

you

pummel the sheetrock soft
over & over against wood
a bird forms its nest pressing its body
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Joshua Ware

Apartment
Walls do not wander, contain bodies within wintered landscapes
instead. Separated from seasons, isolated or insulated, walls waver
but do not wander. Windows open to permeable atmosphere in
which the sun does not shine, but bleeds through our bodies like
skin sloughed off the bone. Bone bright and frigid, winter won’t
let go of ourselves surrounded by the sound of simple things: a
typewriter, books, a body, and floorboards bound by lacquer. At
night, floor lamps illuminate the room from upside down. And
the shadow pattern against the wall inverted in a way that matters
little. Little is the heart inside the apartment. Little is the brain
that moves the body closer to outside. All our hands are little,
regardless of our sizes. All our hearts are heavy, regardless of our
births. Inside, there is something of the outside, condensed upon
the window.
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Joshua Marie Wilkinson

The Easement
The evening star flashes black in the mirror
as if that would be enough to set our system of
apologies into motion—
The great dyke opened by a child, lazily
strewing about petals, lingering after a dog on
a search for what it might bring back
alive to kill a bit.
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The Easement
A little boat drifts on the dry river
& what scuds us forth
starting in the water & blood
a cactus here to remind what
the earth startles out
to keep whatnot from
getting ever friendlier
without marks or changes.
Now, moon, get back up
onto us, won’t you?
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Stephen Danos

from Playing Leapfrog
*
Authenticity is a sensational selling point.
The poetry of coffee grown on frowning
fair trade farms by people of that region.
Everyone is following you like the shifty
eyes of a painted portrait. The unlivable
conditions of a recently discovered
planet, red rock grains that had shifted for billions
of unfathomable years without us. We introduce
the jibber of pill millipedes. We hope to learn more
about ourselves by divorcing their shells
from fragile materials, divorcing ourselves
from intimacy. I would sow those seeds for you,
for our epic climb onto the house to carve moss
from the roof, balancing mint juleps and hazelnut
chocolate bars. I would eat a wedge
of smoked gouda for you. There is no recourse
for dodging commitment, no new coordinates
for circumnavigating hugs. In poetry you must
be the lead singer of a hardcore punk band
brushing against the crowd like an overweight
hairless cat. At least nod your head like
you’ve heard of centripetal force.
You take a break from classics and read
some contemporary poetry. In the next poem
you scratch like an errant stylus, carve a new
track into a record. You apply for fellowships,
scratch a lottery ticket. To slay the giant
to become the new giant. To collect tree shards
with no intention to burn them, a hoarder
of building materials on which tiny spiders
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stretch their fiery webs. You take to dreaming
really hard and ballooning, take to the streets
mounting any offensive. The intense love you
feel is close to the wind of poor behavior.
We’re connected, aren’t we? There’s no time
to start. See ripcord. Cut ripcord. Would you rather
memorize the back of your hand? Would you rather
lie to your odometer? The tyrant wakes up
to no servants. The tyrant teaches
a roomful of slide rules and broken glass.
He teaches himself to leave no paper trail.
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*
Sea lion stalking salmon near the fish
ladder, clear of locks filtering water
from salt. The sky suppurates grayscale—
unhealthy this diet of late Middle English.
The spillway overruling our water tables.
I overruled the hills and the chairlift
pulled us to the top of another
impressive peak, our feet
elongated fiberglass. I overruled
how the hill fell in love with your distance,
the total sum of your lingering
vapor. Or Pheromones. Charmed
by your online presence. What of home
as an expression of the self
over the need of a shell?
Crammed into seersucker shorts,
the oyster was my world. I lost track
of the tourists, who by chance
clamored over a single sea lion—
free peep show. And how quaint
my guilt, being proud of the marine
hunter proving the food chain, fattened
with ease, fenced in by her unrehearsed
splashes. And the places you used
to hide from loud noises during
childhood? Stash this document
in that pitch black pond.
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Mark Leidner

Moon
The moon but covered in ocean. No,
the moon but covered in a cocoon. No,
the moon but covered in a cornfield. No,
the moon but covered in forehead skin. No,
the moon but covered in crumbling, defunded
public transportation infrastructure. No,
the moon but covered in unthrown bolts
of lightning lying on the soil like toys. No,
the moon but covered in ball pit balls. No,
the moon but covered in reflection pools,
stone monuments, and tombstones. No,
the moon but covered in seized narcotics,
cash, and fast, flashy automobiles. NO!
the moon but covered in that sugary coating
sold as yogurt when pretzels are covered in it. NO!
The moon but covered in invisible clouds
of data containing the collected secrets, ideas,
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memories, and scattered imagery of humanity. No,
the moon but covered in Earth’s history. No,
the moon but covered in a layer of funerary truth
covered further by a layer of necessary bullshit
covered further by a layer of irrelevant apology
covered finally by a layer of inarticulate despair
so thick and opaque that the layers beneath it
for all intents and purposes are not even there. NO.
The moon but covered in small square mirrors
glued meticulously adjacent to one another
so that no inch of the lunar soil is visible
and when the sun hits the revolving moon
millions of scattered parallelograms of light
are cast upon the nighttime side of the Earth
where playful music plays endlessly to
the delight and annoyance of many. NO.
The moon but covered in millions of aimlessly
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wandering tigers, sometimes killing each other,
mostly sleeping, and continually looking
back at Earth as if waiting for something
with no ability to articulate what. No.
The moon but covered in millions of poets gazing
soberly upon the Earth with nothing to say. No.
The moon but covered in millions of accountants
drunkenly pointing and shouting at Earth. No!
The moon but covered in guacamole, green tea,
kale, pistachios, seaweed, dollar bills, marijuana,
emeralds, moss, and tarnished copper. No,
moon but covered in nothing, but also not there. No,
the moon, there, resolutely, pale and full.
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Poetics
A device designed to detect delusions of grandeur
that explodes the moment you invent it.
The burns acquired from such an explosion.
The self-reflection concomitant with the reckoning
with any such burns in a mirror.
The first time, years later, that you meet someone
who thinks your burns are moderately interesting.
The explosive conclusion of your relationship
with that person. The next device you design.
The subsequent explosions, reflections, relationships
and designs that flow from all designs subsequent.
The first device you design with no function
you are able to discern, that does not explode.
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Jeffery Conway
from Showgirls: The Movie in Sestinas

Payback

with a little help from three prominent gay poets

Glisten fretting the ebon of enameled nails
in close-up: Luminosity of triple snail-trail streaks.
An allegory of Eden, a bronzy epic starring
a girl—maybe twenty—painting
her acrylic tips in solitude, in a trailer. Violent
tableaux (visible in this outest layer, heatdried sheen, nimbus of ultraviolet), the heat
of Vegas—like fretwork—conspiring to nail
a vicious man (a rock star!) for his violent
act, his lamentable crime. Crimson streaks
of lipstick are applied, the unlikely painted
brilliance of a Kabuki warrior or a star’s
glowing red prismatics. Newest star
of “Goddess,” fetterized in hot
knee-high boots, shiny as a fresh coat of paint,
rides an elevator, unyielding skyward. Nails
still wet (luminous emulsion), she streaks
past bodyguards, goads with desire. The violent
unduplicatable assault begins: The violent
thrust of a switchblade against a rock star’s
lit and lightless skin; undulant kicks streaking
across the silvery sphere of screen; heated
obscenities whorl, almost lyrical, like nails
from a carpenter’s shimmering gun; painted
areolae, as radiant as pepperoni or painted
circles on clowns’ cheeks, emblematic of violent
Much Trespass, jab the air-conditioned stasis like nails
and flash in and out of view like stars
poking through the night sky. A heated
exchange: “Say a word and I’ll kill you!” Streaks
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of blood run in rivulets through highlighted streaks
of hair, iridesce in veined translucence. War painted,
satiated, driven by Truth (not heated
fabulation), the girl finally stops—her violent
attack attested to by a well-whipped ponytail, starquality spinning hook kicks, hard-as-nails
facial expression. Uncapturable, she exits the suite, fake nails sliver-streaked
with blood, neat mini-skirt (the strip star’s animal-print shantung), face paint
intact after the ordered enactment of violence. She returns to the desert heat.

Coda: “the weird abundance”
rainbowed
splendor
multitudinous
the universe of shimmer
troubled fascination
silver chalk of moth-wing dust
blindings
eating the peach
the long wandering
my human hand—once fin and paw—
ever-wavering conscience, cloaked now
the rippling and the miserable
twinning of late night
the simplicity of patience
that one dappled way
clear and burnished orb
shroud-stain
fog-toned
pearl veil
concordance
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Traci Brimhall

Virago
No one pays me for sex. They pay to whisper entreaties
to my birthmark of a pink madonna with her robe open—
the sight of the redeemer’s quickening marked with a mole
that swells as I age. I lay there as resigned as a messiah
at his crucifixion while men come with money and troubles
to ask for forgiveness, for mercy, for the secret to finding
the road to El Dorado. They swear she awards them kisses,
sponsors profane intimacies between fireflies and lighthouses.
I used to think God asked this of me—to be still and adored,
let people stare at the benign nevus as though it mirrored
their appetites. My mother collects payment and calls
my Easter birth a miracle from the faithful atheist who
draped her in rattlesnakes, split tongues flicking her shoulders,
brushing the floor with their ungodly rattle. He offered her
a shallow paradise teeming with eels and as much holy water
as she could drink. Even though she boarded his boat armed
with translations of his innuendos, she punishes me for his leaving.
She dresses me in a white skirt and a conquistador’s breastplate,
tells me to wait on all fours so men must ask me to turn around.
My fantasy always accepts me, even when I try to resist it.
When a customer stares at the virgin on my forehead, I imagine
my hand gripping the sublime manifest and tumescent. I get more
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than I deserve but half as much as I want. Holy Mother, may I
put this unchurched man’s hands up my shirt? May I wrap you
in bandages and cover him with my body until we exhaust
ourselves with your name? I’ve grown sick of this numb
obedience, the boring mortal euphoria of men watching you
disrobe by my hairline. Sweet Mother, I’d rather be unchosen.
Set me free or I’ll veil my forehead. I’ll tattoo a machete where
your heart should be. O mistress, o miracle, abandon me.
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Our Lady Hippolyta Appears at the
Easter Dress Rehearsal to Save Us All
from the Wages of Cain
You quicksilver, you plagiarized prayer
infatuated with rain, you unnecessary virgins
disrobing in the front row, blushing everywhere
but your cheeks. You black phoenix choking
on its own ashes. You unanswerable hypothesis,
you too-simple parable, I am unswaddled
and reaching for you through the flood season’s amnesia,
past the rum-soaked wedding party
and the chain-smoking groom, bees feasting in each
boutonniere, past the barber sweeping
split ends into the alley where mice collect them
and build nests for pink offspring shivering
in their scissored dreams. I reach as you watch
the Passion, red-eyed in your vulgar catharsis,
actors frozen in applause, the butcher’s son
impersonating Christ and holding his breath,
his resurrection arrested by the crowd’s guilty weeping,
and it’s not his eternity you envy, is it?
It is his death, where he is safe, where no more harm
can come to him. Past, past, past
the children playing war with soldiers on the stairs,
and children making paper planes from
the pages of hymnals, and the nothing that holds you
hostage, and the nothing that wants
to save you, and the stale destinies of everyone in
the first three pews. You children of sugarcane,
of cardboard and rain, I’ve come to tell you to accept
the uniforms and orders handed out
at the door. Survive first. Forgive yourself later.
Flee the hope that lies in wait.
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Micah Bateman

Song of Myself

“I was / A good waitress. / I could carry eight drinks.”
—Louise Glück

The blood on the moon drips
Into the too white world
Of the tampon commercial
Causing panic among boyfriends ages 24-50.
The blood I meant for Carrie dumps
On my newly made lunar model, thus
I will fail astrology, how like me—a Pisces.
We play musical chairs to 4’33”.
I’d rather go to work, but my car fails.
My fuel-injected engine fears needles.
My blog has started posting Modernism.
This bathos tub’s got room for two.
Let’s stew and do a crossword on the Mondrian.
Instead of draining, I just throw in a ShamWow.
We should remember this when the caps melt.
Maybe Warhol just had insect vision.
When I play poet, I play to win.
When I say your breasts are dun, you’re done.
My rhyming is a sin.
My name is Menendez, and I’m having twins.
Our other kids play Drug Ring Around the Rosy.
We watch them on reality TV. The screen
Is made from actual reality—see? Mine’s glock
Is shiniest; he polishes at night. Our house
Is crimiest; still our mortgage won’t abate.
When I drop it, it breaks into a million other mortgages
Which sprout legs and spider into the woodwork.
I foreclose posthaste, foreshortening the time spent
Not living in our own waste. I whistle
For a cab and up pulls a Cabernet—we drink!
My guru plays maraca with a snowglobe.
Life is good sometimes, then sometimes
My superpowers peter out and I find myself
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Working at a Steak ‘n’ Shake. Louise Glück my balls—
I can levitate eight trays! These bisexual scissors
Cut both ways. Maybe Warhol
Just had multiplopia. I have it in reverse.
I just see one Madonna; of Warhols see a multiverse.
I think I might have eight kids, but they look like only one.
Or is that the mirror? Don’t tell anybody I’ve got powers.
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Sarah Carson

The Pink Line Around Broc Seibert’s
Neck
In fourth hour woodworking, I made Broc Seibert fall in love with me by
pretending to know the names of heavy metal bands. “Devildriver?” he’d ask,
and I’d say, “Sure.” “Cradle of Filth?” he’d continue, and I’d reply, “Of course.” I
knew he loved me by the way he’d enter the woodshop and perform bicep curls
with the drafting desk in front of mine, his Nine Inch Nails t-shirt parting from
the waistline of his tapered jeans. As he pumped, he’d watch the vein in his upper
arm curve around the camber of his bicep, then check to see if I was noticing,
and if I was, we’d continue: “Five Finger Death Punch?” “Mmm hmmm,” I’d say.
“Pain Confessor?” “Yes!” I’d retort. All of this, of course, was before the morning
one of his friends from the learning resource room came running down the back
hallway, and, disguised by the sound of the warning bell, entered the woodshop
through the door in the metal lab, and stabbed Broc in the chest with a ballpoint
pen. When Broc returned to school three days later he had a pink divet in the skin
all the way around his throat. “What happened to you?” I asked. “Legion of the
Damned?” he replied. “Absolutely,” I lied.
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Sometimes God
Sometimes God and I have the best nights ever. Sometimes we are on a train
platform at 4 in the morning, eating tacos for breakfast and waiting for refractions
of sunlight to appear through the slats in the corrugated roof. Sometimes we are
downtown and half in the bag at half past eleven when a girl walks in who we kind
of knew one time, and he starts buying her drinks and playing her favorite song
on his cell phone, and we all just laugh and laugh. Sometimes we are just sitting
around at home on the couch eating pizza rolls and high fiving. Sometimes the
Tigers are in the World Series and Cabrera is at bat. But other times God is like,
“Come check out this Junebug on the window,” or “Come listen to this maraca,”
or “Come taste this sriracha peanut butter,” and I’m like, “God, I’m in the middle
of a Buzzfeed list about baby elephants learning to walk.” Sometimes he’s like,
“I’m going to go drive this lady I met to her appointment at the parking ticket
appeals office,” and I’m like, “Ok, have a good time with that.” Sometimes he’s
like, “Hey, we’re supposed to be at brunch in sixteen minutes,” and I’m like, “Just
chill out; I have to get this messy ponytail just right.” Sometimes he’s like, “Hey,
where are you? I’ve been here an hour, and all my ice is melting.” Sometimes he’s
like, “Are you coming or not because I’m saving you a seat.” Sometimes he’s like,
“Everybody’s here and we’re about to get a game of Slapjack going.” Sometimes he
doesn’t bother to call at all. But mostly he’s just like “Sarah, the dog wants out,”
“Sarah, the dog wants out,” “Sarah, the dog wants out,” “Sarah, the dog wants to go
for a walk,” and I’m like, “Yeah, I know,” “Yeah, yeah, I see him,” “Yeah, yeah I get
it,” “Ok. Hold on. Just wait.”
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William Olsen

Foreclosure of the Moon
Shit slams into it
all the time I
know what that looks like
I have a window
to a white washed
blue jean
day moon what a
gyp of a vision
no one needs
except to
open our minds
to poverty
perfected even the
poor are out
of the picture not
a houseplant
or a spider’s
good sense
to hang on to what’s
to be done
with the human the
mechanical
replications where will
we hang these
blast away the leaves
plow their lofty trees
out of here
houses just keep
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pushing the sea
into sea it is
only human to watch
sea push back
same breaking
same old wind
hard over street same
old cold
up there
ours to say why we fear
distance
ours to say why
when we fear the cold
we fear ourselves
where are the controls
to turn that off
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Brian Russell

Speech
here I am again in the middle of what I thought
was something else
how does this keep happening to me
what’s lost in all the talk
about self-preservation by way of escaping
the lesser pleasures is the worth of what’s
left to preserve
lately I have some trouble
with names and places
I spend most of my time inside
the memory where I propose a toast
but where did I put my notes
I have so many people to thank
I’m sorry
I’m sorry if I look a little
out of context
as many of you know it’s been a difficult year
the many people I know
some of whom are dead now
nod their heads
I don’t mean to dwell
please lift your glasses to whatever joy
you buried where no one could find it
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to whatever’s under the dirt
you unearth under the moon
sweating please be there please
don’t grow up like everyone and walk out
the door waving saying don’t be
a stranger saying see you soon
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C. Russell Price

Sweetwater, Texas
1.
It’s not that I’m not listening to you,
it’s just the same day but a different year.
It’s that in this moment, one year ago, the only girl
I ever grapevined with was shot in the face.
Rebecca, I needed you to hate myself
less. I had to pretend
as long as possible as our streets
became paved with memorial stones.
2.
Before prom, before organza girls were to be pricked
by corn-fed boy’s corsages, Aaron sat in his jeep.
Seven AM was a strange time to leave
and sit among his horses, cleaning an unshot gun.
The bang came between the bacon sizzle and the omelet flip.
His mother must have known, with her white streak, what
she’d hold in her white apron as the chickens coo’ed.
Aaron, I’ve never told anyone of our buckle to buckle,
your pause and breath, the look of you saying:
Please, please, don’t tell a fucking soul.
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3.
Ms. Spence’s hands shook like Mr. Skipper’s
when he cut the cord hanging his daughter,
Nikki, from the tree. Whatever she was thinking
seventh period is unclear. How she could have been
swinging so long unseen is unforgivable. Her arms
were too burly, her skin too dark.
After kickoff, the stadium buzzed
with her front yard electra-cord self–lynching.
All the other Nikki’s looked, out and over the pigskin
and leafbreeze, the goalposts, to the Methodist
cemetery where a hundred teenagers looked down
into the darkest of new ditches.
4.
Last April, the first tornado came through
in my town’s history. The gas pumps spraying,
the Wendy’s completely rubbled, and a river
of crushed caskets met the dividing creek
knocking into cars like Clydesdales,
an orchestra of alarms, one final parade
to bring back seventh grade, our hips sweating
in another’s palms. Aaron and Nikki:
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you come back when it’s sunny and I’m in love,
when I kiss a boy or a girl,
I see you in their yellow jacket lashes.
If I had been out,
would the lunchroom have been bearable?
If I had been braver, would you be
in my driveway, waiting with a warmed car,
ready to drive away as fast as we can?
5.
Every day, I walk with a private loneliness,
like being a golden mutt-mix let out
on an abandoned Tennessean farm, discovering
for the first time, it’ll never see
a single truck again.
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David L. Ulin

Everything That Counts
for Rae

write like you mean it
write about the things that count
write about the face of the building
on West 70th Street
where your grandmother breathed
her last, blood pooling beneath
the skin of her face,
blotches red as bruises,
as she sprawled, head down,
across her double bed.
write about the bar on
Columbus Avenue where Rae worked:
a year of football, dice, bad
jokes, that guy who asked her on
a date—remember?—and she wouldn’t
tell you what he looked like, so that
each time you came to see her, you
would glare at all the regulars, head
twisting right and left like a
a quarterback trying to read the play.
write about what happened next:
how he promised to take her
on a helicopter ride around Manhattan,
and she accepted, to get back
at you, perhaps, for not leaving
when you’d told her that you would,
all that fall, making plans
for California, only to back out
at the last minute, just when she’d
begun to imagine a new life.
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and yet, he, too, backed out at
the last minute, stood her up,
left her waiting, while you paced
all night, unknowing, and when it came
time to console her—tell the truth—
you could not: smug instead
with vindication, calling him names,
making her feel bad for ever
having believed him, for ever having
wanted to believe in anything but you.
write about this ending and that beginning,
all of it unfolding within a couple of blocks.
write that your grandmother’s death
was the least of it, that it was life—Rae’s
life, your life—that made you want to fight.
write about how much it matters, how
unmoored you felt, how lost.
or no, not lost (be honest) but betrayed,
shattered by existence, by the weight
of everything that counts.

New York, New York
March 10, 2012
3:09 PM
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The Way Things Are
Last night,
she tells me that
I deserve to be happy,
but I don’t even know
what that means
anymore.
We’re walking home,
I’ve got a belly full
of beer, our
friends are
still back at the bar,
and I’m feeling
for the first time
in a long time
like a part of something
you might call
community . . .
Yet I’m not at ease,
haven’t been for a month,
got your face etched
so deep in my mind
I can’t see around it,
got your voice so
lodged in my ears that
all I hear is
you asking me
“What the fuck are we doing?”
like a guilty secret
only I can know.
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Earlier,
I tried to tell
someone about you,
but I couldn’t find the words—
anyway,
words are just a way
for me to dance
around what’s really going on,
which is that
I love her, but
I cannot disconnect you
from my heart.
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Simone Weil
for Noah

I keep
thinking of
Simone Weil,
about whom
I know
just enough
to worry
that my
son will
follow her
extreme example,
not towards
activism but
starvation.
She died
in 1943,
aged 34,
wasted by
disease and
hunger, refusing
to eat
in solidarity
with the
French living
under German
occupation.
My son
is not
like that;
he has
never cared,
particularly, for
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the big
issues, although
he is
a loyal
friend, the
one others
can count
on to
make sure
they get
home.
So why
can’t he
care for
himself, adrift
in a
life where
every meal
is a
potential act
of treachery,
where the
only occupying
army is
that which
camps out
in his
soul?
Soul. Weil
was concerned
with the
soul also—
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it may
have been
what killed
her, this
mystic’s faith
in reconciliation,
brought up
short by
a world
in which
communion seems
a futile
gesture, and
prayer is
just another
form of
wishful thinking,
a child’s
what if
game.
Weil was
no child,
but she
died uncompromising,
unregenerate, or
is it
more accurate
to say
that she
died of
love?
Either way
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I can’t
help thinking
about her
parents, whom
she led
to America
to escape
the Nazis,
and how
they felt
after she
had martyred
herself on
a cross
of her
own making,
how they
felt after
she was
gone.
What good
is love,
after all,
if it
can’t sustain
us?
I ask
myself this
question all
the time
now, a
prayer, a
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silent whisper,
wishful thinking—
aware that
there is
no one
listening, and
yet unable,
somehow, to
make myself
stop.

Los Angeles, California
June 23, 2013
10:59 AM
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Tyler Mills

Cloud Cover, 1943

Unable to See the Ocean or Fix Position by the Stars

When is the best time of year to bomb an island?
When clouds stretch into anvils? Or white veils? Or a mare’s tail?
Windy, dry spells carry the best fire.
The air mass moves like a string mop over the floor.
The clouds will be anvils, the clouds will be veils, the clouds will be hair.
Our forces and the enemy are publishing handbooks.
An air mass moves like a string mop over the floor
of water named horse latitudes by early sailors.
The enemy air force published a handbook on clouds:
white alto-cumulous resembling a herd of sheep,
the calm, glittering water floating with horses
where wooden blocks with streamers drop words of warning.
The white alto-cumulous appeared like sheep on a hill
when the aircraft carriers snuck in on an eastward storm.
Wooden blocks with streamers drop from the sky, meaning something.
Imagine wind blowing hard enough to strip the trees.
Instead, the aircraft arrived through high, scattered clouds.
Movie studios pay to know whether rain will fall
or wind will blow hard enough to rustle the leaves.
We can’t see the power of it, swirling.
Studios record how rain sounds, hitting the leaves.
We know dry wind carries the best fire.
A power we can’t see is swirling around us.
When is it time to bomb an island?
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Aviator Without a Mask
above 10,000 feet

A kind of dizziness, like at a train platform,
nail-heads gold in a row to the edge.
Forgetting to eat is like this—
cutting into a waxen green pepper,
seed confetti all over my fingers now
as I keep hollowing out the hollow.
This is another hunger: in a field of corn,
one stalk contains the soul. Along the highway,
a quick
shape dissolves in white-sharp spikes.
First, I see a pile of tractor tires.
Then, a house without a door.
The moving quiet
fire appears from the dirt,
through threads of matted grass,
like water wavering as the sun
rakes red over the tide. This is a test.
I will keep breathing, as though I am
your neighbor on the floor
below your bed
who coughs from the blood in the lungs.
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Yucca Flat
We couldn’t understand this location.
Three thousand feet above this spot the bomb will explode.
Try right clicking on the map.
An officer orders the infantry to move. The closest.
Directions. Las Vegas: seven hours, forty-six minutes. Bicycling.
I reach up.
Two hours, three minutes.
By car.
I rip the lens right out of the goggles.
It was a plastic lens.
The silence before the roar.
My hands over my eyes.
In the flash
I could see the bones of my fingers.
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George Kalamaras

Letter to Nate from Steamboat
Springs
So, the owl peopled our pupils with hurt healing light.
So, we considered the animal-dead and made them a bed of most earnest
breathing.
There were journeys to the Congo and from. From this. From that. Even bats
commanded from the tamarind to the body of Baba Kina Ram, all the way from
sixteenth-century India, carved inexplicable caves. The Andoumboulou, you said,
are our steepest craves. Cliff-faced. Rock. Failed humans. The cock crowing
three rhymes through muslin to wrap the never-really dead. We descend into the
breath-kiva even as we climb? Snake holes where the dark dens-up into sight?
Steamboat Springs, Nate. Steam from a pot of gen maicha tea. Spring from fall.
Winter from summer. All the seasons collide where weather, wet, goes gold.
Somehow knew it. Somehow placed what was put. Someone placed the bone
from a ham steak on a plate and gave it an eye. The eye of God or of René
Magritte? The eye of the owl or its meticulous mice craving death’s excess. Of
words, we have them and don’t. We have so little to offer the mountain lions in
Livermore except clichés about death and breaths caressed. Bears populating
Steamboat as if all the fur of the world. As if somehow could be saved and not
made into a rug.
Beloved friend. Marvelous mother-tongue stung in the silent of all the crying out.
Place an abstraction anywhere in the word. Place it into the concrete slab beneath
a home about to be built from buffalo. Robes and bone are what sustain, even
among tourists in shorts and too-tight t-shirts in Steamboat Springs. Women are
curved. The men, fat. Bellies protruding all the pounding ground of cattle in their
flee.
Yesterday, the rattlesnake on the gravel road, run-over by the truck in front, looked
at me moments before death, seeming to say, Brother, help me. I won’t. Tell you
how later I cried. How the cries, full-mooned and bloomed, of coyotes seemed
lonelier than alone. I don’t want to die but live a life of pure animal sung. Yes,
they speak in the skeletal unction of bone. Anoint the remains of words passing
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through the digestive tract. No, they don’t say. Human words can hurt or heal.
Human tongue. Anything human, I say, can somehow and almost.
Or might not? In Steamboat, down the steep from Rabbit Ears Pass, we can hear.
If we choose India’s gong. The cleansing gauze unrolling down the yogic throat.
All the bodily wrongs. Of Banaras. Of the Congo. Dogon dos and don’ts. Of
the ancient sway of Mali. Of the thrumming drum. Or—further down—of the
Andoumboulou underground. We can choose a ham steak or a hambone, milking
the marrow where all the mice might thrive. Because you have sung. Because
the bees begun. Because we have sing or singe or bolus burnt of almost-human
thought. Because the nouns go wrong and verb in the ribcage of an owl. All the
way down. Because we came too late but ate the buffalo testicle the animal gave
and in the giving. Taste, Nate, the presence of the other in the other. Buffalo
or bison? Owl or mouse? Crave or eat? I cannot be exact. Cannot extract.
Yesterday’s snake, all bloody and cut, begged me—I swear—Help me, my brother.
Help. In almost-human tongue. It flicked a final fierce, mercy-mixed. As if death
could fix. As if my eye alive.

(for Nathaniel Mackey)
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Letter to Tremblay from Tie Siding
I’m going to call you by your last name in the title,
Bill, because you’re football-coach tough. Something
that sometimes hurt, as if what you taught me
wasn’t just poems but how to loosen the nails
on the siding of the house. My house. The one
with shame. 1980 seems a long life away. July.
U-haul packed with stuff I didn’t much need.
I thought I was coming a long way to Fort Collins.
In some ways not. You were younger then
than I am now—by a decade and a half—
and you seemed so old. You were born old,
George, is what the father in It’s a Wonderful Life
told his son. And you were too. Which is likely why
you could see it in me. The boards. The doors.
The scaffolding that one day needed to be pried. Loose
in Tie Siding, I’m just eight miles across the border
into Wyoming. Cowboys still calm here
the plains. The only building in town,
a combination post office and flea
market, could be a set for a lonesome
Western script. Somebody inside
is surely tough, tearing to songs of lost
love, itching through a drunken grin
for a fist. I was never tough in that way,
but there was strength. Somehow
divorce at age three can skin a boy alive
and leave the carcass to rot. Only the farm kids
wore coveralls. There’s teenage cologne.
Years of jokes. Booze, which brings its own dying
scent. Something you knew, cleaning the vomit off Crumley
that night in the parking lot of the Charco-Broiler
off Mulberry in the Fort. Your whiskey vomit too,
there as reflux for the fathers
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you nor I had. I’ve always loved
Tie Siding because it’s simple. How much
can possibly fuck-up in one sad tree lot
by one sagging ceiling off a lone Wyoming road?
How much is obscured? Seen? Cut
log upon cut log. Like lines
of a poem that can make or break.
Lines that might leave us looking pretty
without delving down into the urgency of now.
My house was rough. Untreated cedar planks
from Cedar Lake. Till Indiana teen years
brought splinters and the wet. Yours
was football stadium noise, not unlike
“the Big House” in Ann Arbor, though you came
from further east. And you tried to silence
it—even the cheers—drunk, in those days, with football
and the angels of Blake. Pioneering a town
like Fort Collins back then, wearing a hat
with the Star of Mao, made you tough up
at the bars among all the Stetsons. The body gets stiff,
holds the past. Shoulders ache. Words get stuck.
If we’re not careful the poems slow, leeching off
into others like cut blood. Fathers abandon sons.
Sons hide it in siding. All the untreated
years that absorb stain. I don’t much like
extended metaphors unless, of course, they elongate our lives.
Which is what our poems must do, even if the lengthening
is not time but depth. Remember our friend
Gene Hoffman? He said, Time is wider than it is long.
Which means only depth in this country
we claim big-sky wide. You meant that too, pushing
finally the bottle away, prodding
me into saying what needed to be
dead, even where it hurt. Now,
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the tie hacks are gone since the railroad
tie industry quit many years
back. Too many trees were floated down
the Poudre from the North Fork
into a logjam in LaPorte. Things got stuck.
They needed to pry. Even dynamite
could only free so much. Okay, if we want
what poetry can grieve, metaphors too must die
to the hurt we need to speak inside.
You taught me that, although in saying so
just now my phrase goes flat.
Let me say thanks and leave it at love.

(for Bill Tremblay)
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Nancy Eimers

Spring Poem: Nest & Wind
1. Kalamazoo
don’t say anything
where the drainpipe bends
don’t make any sudden move
was good enough
last year and this
same cup of mud and straw
two nestlings wobble awake
to hunger, prop their mouths
wide open
on the rim of nest
each waiting/comical/rapacious
mouth a hinge:
the axis of the earth

2. Moore, Oklahoma
faces in shock
pulled out of childhood
mud and planks
of sky
faces that have flown
do not belong
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in piles of feathers
each with driveway
closet with a man inside
this land is your
parking lot
took off
running child
your eyes closed
backpack
gone inside
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Waiting Around with a Newspaper
and a Line from Whitman
News is one way to begin a conversation,
or how are you doing, all evidence
to the contrary? Wall Street joins global plunge
after Fed move, so let’s not mention
it’s getting late, oh you drifting in
as if there’s been no fixing
time, you had to walk to get here,
couple of blocks past those of us
whose trees didn’t fall on our cars,
past the poverty rate
in Greenwood, S.C., the recession’s
toll of a temple bell so solemn
it knows not how to help,
Utah tightens liquor laws,
keeps asking well-meaning
interview questions, son, are you troubled,
why does a cup in its saucer
look homeless, nothing to save us
in the paper today nor reminiscence
of any deed of courage, for America
sick at heart and kindly
in the newsprintsnowdrop-silence of a booth
though maybe all along there were others
opening newspapers and doors
and letting in the wind and rain
or even just some abstract heartsore
outwardness. Why not, would it
be the end of the world?
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To My Salt and Pepper China Birds
It is very late. Or it is very early.
No house without a dark
untime. Three holes each
between your wings.
I could swear one of you
moved or was moved
in my sleep. Or
there were others, a flock of you
gone in the morning,
darker or lighter under
another moon.
Inside each You a blank,
or a wind in trees,
a foolishness meant to be filled
with pepper or salt,
or with different distances,
how far away
and why we must go
toward forgetting.
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Diane Seuss

I’m dating the son of a famous
country
singer, and by son I mean daughter,
and by dating I mean looking at her
picture on the internet, and by internet
I mean pulling the photo of her I clipped
out of a magazine from my billfold,
and by billfold I mean wallet, and by
wallet I mean my apron pocket, and by
famous country singer I mean a twanger
who wears two long braids on stage
and unclips them to go to bed at night,
and by dating I mean dreaming, and by
dreaming I mean sitting in a folding chair
listening to that song on the radio, and by
radio I mean radio, the old kind they don’t
make anymore: you turn the knob
and wait for the music to trickle out.
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Married Men
I’ve dreamed, lately, of the married men
for whom I once was a distraction.
Remember me, boys? One, with a Big
Job and a sick-in-the-head wife,
another with short dreads who told me
no, it’s twists, not dreads, and what
did I know of a man’s hair, his life,
his wife, his kids? How could I
have known he was drawn to me
because of the wheelchair, not in spite
of the wheelchair, and when I could
walk again his little fetish went kaput.
The baseball player wanted to meet
at the graveyard, only at the graveyard,
and make out on the fresh graves.
And the football player, a defensive
tackle. The less said of him the better.
I even dream of one who wasn’t
married then but I imagine
is married now. Gosh I was helpful
back in the day, teaching him English
and all. In the dream he tells me marriage
is as big a drag as I’d told him it would be.
That he’d like to meet now and then,
once a year, once every two years,
just to remember what useless love
could feel like. Remember, he said
in the dream, the fellatio in the car
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on the way to the immigration office
in Detroit? I do remember. I do remember
what a dumb fuck I was. All of these
dreams end with me driving into a dark
purple chain of lofty mountains.
Alone, rising into the unbreathable lacy
air, but I’m breathing it, as if in paradise.
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An occasion is a rare occasion
Rare as a bloodbath in a barn. In our county
not one bloodbath in a barn but a redbird
in a birdbath is ho-hum. A field is ho-hum.
A horizon is just a girl yawning at the edge
of a field holding a long, curved stick.
She remembers reading ho-hum in a book
and it was odd to her though not odd
enough to be an occasion. Rhubarb leaves
curling up out of the dirt in the spring
are not an occasion. Things that happen
on their own without help are ho-hum
like popping out a baby but a baby shower
is an occasion, a small occasion but it counts.
There are cupcakes to be frosted blue
and balloons to blow up with the breath
of our own bodies though now
there are helium tanks, have you sucked in
enough helium to make your voice sound
high and strange? Your voice sounding high
and strange is a miniature occasion
but then your voice goes back to its usual
ragged self so in the end sucking helium
is a temporary occasion. All occasions
are temporary in our county. A silo in a field
is ho-hum but if it burns it is a temporary
occasion. So many things burn that fires
are in danger of becoming ho-hum.
Only the strange fires count.
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The supermarket fire with its exploding
jars of pickles, the outdoor movie screen fire.
The firehouse fire. In our county clouds
are bags heavy with empties gathered
from parking lots of strip malls and shut-down
pattern factories. Soon there will be enough
to cash in. Soon the sky will rain
quarters. Enough for bread and bologna
and squares of American cheese
and cereal shaped like stars. The milk
in the bowl will go pink with the pinkness
of the stars. That will be an occasion.

Poems by Past and Present Editors

IN HONOR OF THE FINAL
ISSUE OF COURT GREEN:
85
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In Honor of the Final Issue of Court Green:
Editors Past and Present
You are holding the final issue of Court Green.
Court Green was founded in 2004 by Arielle Greenberg,
Tony Trigilio, and David Trinidad. The three of us
felt great affinity for the tradition of American little
magazines in the U.S., and we were especially drawn to
the spirit of the mimeograph revolution of the 1960s. For
us, some of the most innovative and influential work in
contemporary U.S. poetry came out of these small-press
journals—publications on the margins of mainstream
funding pipelines but sustained by their editors’ sheer David Trinidad
love of the art (the analogy wasn’t limited to poetry: DIY
punk record labels of the 1980s were models, too, for the magazine’s aesthetic). This
emphasis on little magazines is not a backhanded dig at mainstream or traditional
publications. We were funded by a college, after all, so any effort to suggest we were a
radically independent publication with no ties to traditional models of material support
would be disingenuous. Still, the journal emerged from
our desire to recognize how the little magazine tradition
shaped contemporary poetry at the same time that the
mainstream (as tough as it can be to define “mainstream”)
contributed its own strain of influence.
The magazine itself was named after Court Green, the
property in Devon, England, where Sylvia Plath lived and
where she wrote her most famous poems, the Ariel poems.
Arielle Greenberg
We wanted Court Green the magazine to be like Court
Green the property in England: a space open and vulnerable to the world, sometimes
restlessly so, and a space for intellectual, emotional, and linguistic experimentation.
We felt that Court Green—the magazine—should be a
home for poems you can’t always find elsewhere: long
poems, fun poems, pop poems, poems from archives and
unpublished notebooks, playful poems, taboo poems,
and artifacts we call “poems” even when they defy all our
efforts to label them.
As educators, we felt that a magazine like Court Green,
with its wide aesthetic range and its disdain for a dogmatic
poetics, would be a perfect laboratory for our graduate

Lisa Fishman
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students at Columbia College Chicago to learn the art of
editing and producing a literary journal. We didn’t believe
in a hands-off model of faculty mentoring, in which
students serve as initial screeners of submissions and the
faculty editors only step in at the very end of the process.
As faculty editors, we had the final say in everything
published in Court Green, but our students were actively
involved every step of the way, often persuading us to
accept poems that initially we were hesitant to include.
Tony Trigilio
Many of these students have gone on to start poetry
magazines and small presses of their own, and most continue to publish their own
work in nationally visible journals.
Our editorial board changed over time. Arielle left; Lisa
Fishman joined for two issues as an Editor and two as a
Contributing Editor; and CM Burroughs joined us for
Issues 11 and 12. Although David stepped away for Issue
12, he still had a significant presence, encouraging some
of this issue’s poets to submit their work.
CM, Tony, and David decided that the best elegy for the
magazine might be to break Court Green’s long-standing
CM Burroughs
rule that the magazine never publish the work of its faculty
editors. To celebrate the 12 years of imaginative energy that the editors brought to the
magazine, we decided to create a space for the editors’ poems.
On the occasion, then, of Court Green’s final issue, we present a selection of recent
work by all of our current and past editors.
Thanks to everyone at Columbia College Chicago who supported us over the years.
We owe deep gratitude, especially, to Cora Jacobs, our Managing Editor since Issue
3. Cora brought an ideal combination of creative and administrative acumen to the
magazine, along with an astute eye for graphic design and proofreading. It would have
been difficult for Court Green to succeed without Cora’s commitment and insight, and
without her friendship.
Thank you, most of all, to our readers over the years. Several issues ago, we adopted
William Carlos Williams’s simple motto “Read Good Poems!” as the magazine’s tagline. It’s been a reminder for us that creative writing can’t exist without creative
reading. We are grateful for the amazing literary friendships Court Green has made
possible over the years.
—Tony Trigilio
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Court Green, February 9, 2014. Photograph by Peter K. Steinberg
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David Trinidad

Elaine
for our birthdays
Was it mere coincidence
that we moved to New York
at the same time—you and Jerome
from Chicago, me from Los Angeles—
or was it predetermined, in our charts?
Born just four days apart
on either side of the cusp
between Cancer and Leo
(I’m the retiring crab, you
the self-possessed lion),
I’ve always pictured us waiting
in line, as for a roller coaster,
for our current incarnations to begin.
I board first: “See you in twenty-seven
Earth years in Venice, California, U.S.A.”
And so it came to be that in 1980
we met in human form when Dennis
brought you and Jerome to read
at Beyond Baroque. His Little Caesar anthology
Coming Attractions: American Poets
in Their Twenties had finally come out.
I’d waited half an Earth year for that
book to appear. Quite
excruciating. I thought it
would change my life
dramatically. It didn’t.
But some important relationships
came from it: Dennis, Tim, Eileen, you.
I recognized you immediately:
short auburn hair and elfin face (made up
with thick mascara and plum lipstick). Stylishly
gaunt, androgynous, you wore a long-sleeved
black-and-white-striped Breton tee—
like Andy and Edie, like Debbie Harry, like James Dean.
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Hip, but not at all pretentious—
a theatrical cross between beatnik and punk.
In Chicago, at the Museum of Contemporary Art,
you and Jerome had disrupted
a Creeley reading by raunchily
carrying on in the audience—
as if, one witness complained in print,
you were in a motel room.
Your unrepentant reply: “Since we fucked
in the john so many times in the past
and found the stalls very accommodating,
we’d thought we’d give the main floor a try.”
That night at Beyond Baroque,
Jerome was so drunk he could
barely stand. I’d never seen anyone
that wasted perform in public.
You followed: smart, angular, mischievous, witty.
Your poems full of Barbie dolls, cosmetics, Big Macs.
I beamed through your entire reading.
Afterwards, you told me my smile
anchored you. A year or two
later, when Dennis published
Shrewcrazy, you came back.
Jerome was newly sober;
I can still see him sitting,
shell-shocked, on the small blue sofa
in my cave-like studio apartment in Hollywood.
During a party at Jack Skelley’s,
you and I snuck off, locked
the bathroom door, snorted coke.
A couple of years after that,
when I was newly sober, you
set up a reading for me at Links Hall
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in Chicago. As I read
my TV haiku, someone said
to you: “I can see why you like
his poems so much.” I wrote
a new one that trip, for you,
about being in your home:
drinking Constant Comment
with milk and honey, smoking
cigarettes, listening to the soundtrack
to Vertigo, looking at your books
and art and the sunlight
coming through your red mini-blinds
in stripes on the hardwood floor.
More time passed on the material plane.
Then, in the year 1988, as ordained
by the stars, we both, unbeknownst
to each other, made plans
to move to New York in July.
One of the first things I did after I arrived
was make a beeline for your building
on Mulberry Street. I couldn’t breathe
I was so excited, waiting for the doorman
to announce me, couldn’t believe we were together—
I knew our friendship would flourish—
in this hot, dirty, fast-paced place
where I hoped to broaden my experiences and my art.
You gave me, as a welcome gift,
your copy of The Crystal Lithium,
the only Schuyler volume I didn’t own.
Such a generous gesture—
the book was long out of print
and impossible, pre-Internet, to find—
I’ve never forgotten it.
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I asked Jimmy to sign it the next time
I visited him at the Chelsea.
“Love in New York,” he inscribed.
(There would be love for me in New York,
as well as deep disappointment and grief,
which you would witness
and help guide me through.)
I see us huddled together,
the “new kids” in town,
at crowded parties, at poetry readings
at St. Mark’s, and under my
first three-dollar New York umbrella
outside the Ear Inn. Jerome
can’t quite fit: his first black
New York turtleneck glistens
with drops of rain. Beneath
the green awning, Eileen
and Barbara chat with a woman
in a tan hat. When they’re finished,
we all five pile into a
cab. Cramped between Jerome
and the door, I have trouble
getting my umbrella to snap shut.
The above scene is lifted from
a bad poem I wrote that September.
I diligently chronicle every detail—
except who we’d just heard read
and which restaurant the cab was taking us to.
How smitten I was (and still am) with
the mundaneness of the moment. So New York School.
I see you and me meeting
in the East Village, at Veselka.
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The first of innumerable times.
Nestled at a table against
the wall, we order vegetable soup
and challah bread, cheese and potato pierogies.
A blueberry muffin, always, to go.
(David Shapiro once joined us there and
held us hostage while he talked nonstop.)
And eating, often, at 2nd Ave Deli:
matzah ball soup and pastrami (lean) on rye
with French fries and a Dr. Brown’s cream soda.
If lucky, we were seated in the Molly Picon room.
I see us sitting on a bench
in an open courtyard on 63rd Street
savoring lemon cake and sipping
Earl Grey tea and smoking lots
of cigarettes before teaching
our workshops at the West Side Y.
I see you sitting and smoking with Joe Brainard
at a dinner party at Ira’s and my loft.
I remember this, I suppose, because
I wanted to sit and smoke with the two of you,
but had to play “hostess.”
Out of the blue I recall that
you once found a wad of cash—
hundreds of dollars—
in the back seat of a cab.
And that you thought the lucky pennies
in New York were too dirty to pick up.
There’s a picture of us online
taken by John Tranter in 1992.
You had a breakfast date with him and his wife
Lyn, and invited me along.
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It captures us after our meal,
outside Spring Street Natural.
Frigid morning: Lafayette Street
a blur of mauve, green, and gray.
Lyn is pulling a black glove
onto her right hand. You and I
stand apart. Open
to the camera, you look as if you’re
stepping toward it. A fish brooch
(“made from a tiny freeze-dried shad
in transparent plastic,” Tranter explains
on his website) leaps upward
on your black coat. You hold
a black Ferragamo purse. I suppress
a smile as I squint, puffy-eyed, and take
a drag on my ever-present cigarette.
The three buttons on my green tweed coat,
like your brooch, catch the winter light.
Black scarf wrapped around my neck.
Gray beginning to show in my hair.
I see (thanks to one of your poems)
us standing, several years later,
in the little alley behind
the Puck Building (across
from the Pop Shop), staring up
at a sudden fluttering of pink shutters—
the whole side of the building alive
with them—our spirits rising
to the sunlit pink wing-tips at the top.
I still haven’t come down from that flight!
When I told you I preferred
to read your books on airplanes,
you signed your next one

New York City, 1992. Lyn Tranter, Elaine Equi, and David Trinidad
Photo by John Tranter

“a sudden fluttering of pink shutters”
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“more ‘in-flight’ reading.”
I saved it for my next trip.
So many rides! Planes
with your poems tucked
in the seat pocket till
after takeoff, cabs
with gratuitous wads of cash
in the back seat.
And before we knew it, fourteen years—
two full life cycles—had passed.
I’d met Ira, lived with him
for ten years, then spent two
climbing the pale green walls of my SoHo loft
trying to figure out what to do
next. I desperately wanted
out of New York. But where to go?
Los Angeles was no longer home:
that door had shut years before.
Blessedly a new one finally opened
and I moved to Chicago—
your former home—to teach
at Columbia College—your alma mater.
We marveled at this unforeseen
twist of events (divinely designed,
no doubt). The distance
only deepened our friendship.
Long, intimate telephone calls.
Postcards with your good wishes
neatly printed in green ink.
Intense visits (as when we first
knew one another) when poetry brings me
to your city, or you to mine. So many rides!
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And now we are about to turn sixty!
How can this be? “I think it calls for a purse,”
you said when we pondered it.
Dear Elaine, that we’ve been friends
for more than half our lives
pleases me no end.
May we continue to dedicate poems
to each other, continue to counsel
one another and confide in each other,
continue to share our good days and our bad days
for the rest of this incarnation—
and beyond. You recently remarked
that you want to be a businessman
in your next life. I don’t
know if that would suit me.
Would you consider toymaker?
tightrope walker? game show panelist?
I trust we’ll have plenty of time to decide
as we wait in line for the next ride.
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Allen was not the best teacher
on the planet: he was narcissistic
(only liked poems that mimicked his own)
and insensitive (he once needled Mary Greene,
my co-editor on Brooklyn Review, until she
burst into tears and rushed out of the room;
it was difficult to respect him after that)
and made us meditate, with our eyes open,
at the beginning of each class (which seemed
silly to me). But it always felt special to be
in his presence. There I was, sitting next to
this famous poet, the author of Kaddish and
Howl, a Beat icon. Some people assumed
that I’d come to Brooklyn College specifically
to study with him. If I had, I’d have been
doubly disappointed: he didn’t understand
what I was up to. “Where’s the epiphany, Trinidad?”
he asked more than once. It would have been
too easy to suggest that perhaps I didn’t intend
there to be an epiphany, so I kept quiet. His
monomania irritated me. I was older than
the other students (thirty-five) and had already
published several books. My poems, of late, were
stiff and labored—a struggle to pull words
out of me. I’d hoped my move to New York
would shock me from this stasis, and that going
back to school would help loosen me up.
Who else was in that workshop? Languagey
Karen Kelley (years later Clayton Eshleman,
who published her in Sulfur, told me she had
worked as a stripper), painfully shy Paul Beatty
(he would go on to become a novelist), darkly
earnest Peter Money (under the Beat spell
but likable). One week, Gregory Corso filled
in for Allen, off being Ginsberg somewhere
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on the globe, and spent the whole time trying
to hit on Pamela Hughes, the prettiest girl
in the room. When a classmate and I whispered
to each other, Corso snapped, “What are
you guys, CIA?” (The following year, at the big
Hanuman Books reading at St. Mark’s Church,
as my Barbie poem went over well with the crowd,
Corso said to Raymond, “This guy really knows
his stuff.”) Students complained about Corso,
which miffed Allen. The next time, Alice Notley
subbed: I could have listened to her talk about
poetry forever. She read Olson’s “The Librarian”
and instructed us to remember a dream and
write a poem about it. “I never remember my
dreams,” I whined. “You will.” Alice was right,
I did remember one, but the poem that resulted,
about not being able to recall the title of a book
of poems Madonna had published, was a dud.
I wrote it in my notebook as I sat with Sharon
Mesmer in the Campus Cafe across from
the college. Sharon, whom I’d met in Chicago
when I read there a few years before, entered
the MFA program the same time as me. Fate
(in the form of the English Department) set us up
as roommates: while one of the professors,
Nancy Black, was on a semester-long sabbatical,
we sublet her three-story brownstone on
Lincoln Road. Unbeknownst to me, Sharon
(blonde, aggressive, lean) moved in her
Chicago boyfriend Carl, a writer, whose face
was so pockmarked it was painful to look at him.
When not hunched over his green-screened IBM
computer, he catered to Sharon’s every whim.
We shared the first floor (dining room and
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kitchen), Sharon and Carl took the second,
and I the third: large front room adjoined by
a narrow, book-lined office; bathroom halfway
down the hall; and small room in the back,
which (except when Debbie and Cameron
slept there one chaotic weekend) I essentially
used as a closet. I spent most of my time
in the front room. It had everything I needed:
bed, desk, TV. I read The Portrait of a Lady
in that room: What cared Isabel Archer for the
vulgar judgements of obscure people? I listened
to Smiths cassettes on my yellow Walkman.
Wrote flirtatious letters to Jeffery in California
(he’d enroll at Brooklyn the following fall).
And inspired by Ted Berrigan’s book of
postcard poems, A Certain Slant of Sunlight
(my first purchase at St. Mark’s Bookshop),
which engendered, noted Alice, “a newly
freed voice,” wrote a lot of short poems of
my own. There were pots of red geraniums
in a window across the street. I put them
in a slim lyric that Jimmy liked; he published it
in Broadway 2: A Poets and Painters Anthology.
One morning at 4:11, unable to sleep, I switched
on the TV in time to see Carol Lynley get
swallowed by the Blob in Beware! The Blob.
Dukakis lost to Bush in November. To cheer
ourselves up, my roommates and I decided
to host a Thanksgiving feast. They asked a few
of their friends; I invited Dennis, Elaine and
Jerome. After dessert, I took my guests
upstairs to watch Mary Poppins. The next
morning, I came down and made tea, then
started back up. Sharon was waiting for me
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on the staircase, in a fury. How rude of us
to have gotten up and left the table. Her friends
commented on it. Even they’d heard of Dennis—
they knew he was famous. How humiliating.
And they had to clean up after us. We just left
our dirty dishes. So rude and inconsiderate.
So selfish. Nasty. To be snubbed in front of her
friends. On Thanksgiving. By someone famous.
Throughout Sharon’s tirade, Carl hovered
protectively, two or three steps above her.
No one had screamed at me like that since my
childhood—no, since my drunken twenties.
She stormed into her quarters, Carl in tow,
and slammed their door. I spilled tea as I made
my way to mine, where I sat for a while, shaking.
Sharon refused to speak to me for days. During
my next tutorial with Allen, I told him I was
having trouble with her. “Noblesse oblige,”
was his only response. I had to ask someone
else what that meant. Our sublet was up
in a matter of weeks; I steered clear of
Sharon as much as possible. I searched for,
and found, a one-year sublet on the Lower
East Side. I’ve tried to be truthful, over
the years, when students have asked what
Allen was like as a teacher. I’ve come to say,
“He was a mixed bag.” I’m up front about
his faults, then tell them I also have some
touching memories. One night that first
September, Raymond and I met Ginsberg
and John Wieners at Odessa, a Ukrainian
restaurant facing Tompkins Square Park.
Allen looked up from their booth and said,
sweetly, “Hello, student.” We shared an
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order of cheese blintzes. Returning from
Christmas break, Allen announced, like a
giddy kid, that he’d spent New Year’s Eve
with Madonna and Warren Beatty. I wasn’t
impressed: one can be too in love with fame.
A couple of times, after long days at school,
Allen offered me a ride home (I’d moved
to Manhattan by then). A car service drove
him to and from Brooklyn College; I thought
that was the height of glamour. On one of
those rides, I asked him how he felt about
“Howl” being recited by Pia Zadora in a
John Waters movie. “They paid me one
hundred dollars,” he said proudly. Ira and
I ran into him in Paris (I’d graduated by
then); he gave us a ride—a driver in every
city!—to a party honoring American artists.
At that soirée, I tried to explain to Philip Glass
why Rosemary’s Baby was worth republishing
(in Ira’s Midnight Classics series). Allen
was kind to me when my mother died. I
told him that “Kaddish” was the only poem
I could find about a son mourning his mother,
that it was helping me come to terms with my grief;
he wrote back suggesting I read Creeley’s
“For My Mother.” I had it in my bookcase
and didn’t know it. It gave me great comfort.
And at the big reading at St. Mark’s for the
Norton anthology of postmodern poetry,
Allen pronounced, at the podium, that there
were a number of interesting younger poets
in the book—“Dennis Cooper, Amy Gerstler,
David Trinidad.” It smarted when, twenty
years later, I was cut from the second edition,
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and Mesmer added. In the nineties, she’d been
associated with a group of poets that called
themselves The Unbearables (no comment).
After that fizzled out, she became involved
in Flarf, a fad started by, by all reports, a
bunch of attention-starved, self-proclaimed
avant-gardists. I took solace in the fact that
Schuyler and Berrigan were once dropped
from the second edition of a Norton. Then,
as Sharon’s hate-filled face surfaced from the
depths like a remembered dream, I thought:
Noblesse oblige. Then: Allen! You taught me that.
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Anaïs
is writing in her diary on the train
that takes her to and from Paris, the shaky
little antiquated train that always makes
her think of Proust. It shakes words, phrases,
insights from her teeming mind
into her constantly moving pen
as the glow of the city recedes
in the fogged-up window. She is feverish
with excitement, returning from another adventure
with Henry and June. She must get it all down
lest it be lost, swallowed by the black
vacuum of passing time. Both of them
obsess her. Henry, genius of the lower depths,
who is writing a book, Tropic of Cancer,
that will shock the world with its
brutality and raw sexuality, a book
full of everything other novels leave out—
the pain and mystery of real experience.
He had no typewriter, so she gave him hers.
Now she reads the pages as he unwinds them,
swooning at the power of his vital, violent words.
June, his second wife, who has arrived
from New York, only to beguile both Henry
and Anaïs. To love June is to enter a labyrinth
of contradictions and lies. Yet she is
the most beautiful woman Anaïs
has ever seen. Startlingly white face
and burning eyes. Blonde hair piled high,
carelessly, about to topple. Endlessly
fidgeting, lighting cigarettes, creating
a smoke screen of self-dramatizing tales.
Anaïs relishes the hole in her black stockings,
her red velvet dress. She feels drawn to her
as towards death. Tonight, she offered up
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her cape, wrapped it around June’s incandescent
skin. In return, June gave Anaïs her silver bracelet—
a precious gift. It clutches her wrist
now, like June’s very fingers, as she writes
in her diary. The shaky little Proustian
train lets out a whistle and comes to a stop.
Her footsteps echo through the cobblestone
streets of Louveciennes. Dogs bark.
The green gate creaks, the gravel driveway
crunches under her feet. She throws open
her bedroom window and breathes
the smell of wet leaves. Each room
of her house is painted a different color,
as if there were one room for every separate mood:
red for passion, peach for gentleness, green for repose.
This one is pale turquoise—for reveries.
At nineteen, I read all of Nin’s diaries,
volume one through four (as many as were
published at that point), one after the other—
the quintessential Anaïs addict. Each volume
bore the same dreamy headshot of her
on the cover, tinted a different color, like the rooms
of her home in Louveciennes, like flavors
of candy. Volume one (pink) was Henry and June
in Paris in the early thirties, psychoanalysis
with Allendy and Rank, the madness
of Artaud. Volume two (blue) was Gonzalo
and his neurotic wife Helba; La Belle Aurore,
the houseboat in which Nin lived on the Seine;
young Lawrence Durrell. Volumes three
and four (amber and green) were her years
in New York during the war: setting up
a printing press (after constant rejection) to
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publish her fiction, writing erotica for one dollar
per page, recording the secrets of her famous friends:
poet Robert Duncan, actress Luise Rainer,
critic Edmund Wilson, novelist Gore Vidal.
Through it all she sacrificed, suffered
lack of attention, but ultimately triumphed
in the mid-sixties, when her diaries were published
to great acclaim. Anaïs became my muse,
my spiritual mother (she had the same sign
as my mother: Pisces), my first literary idol.
How else could I, a baby boomer in the suburbs
of Los Angeles, have learned what it means
to be an artist. Her diaries taught me
how I wanted to lead my life: cultivating
stimulating relationships with other writers,
ever evolving and maintaining my integrity
as a human being, valuing my own experiences
as the stuff of art. The personal life deeply lived
always expands into truths beyond itself. That was
practically all I needed to know, the motto
with which I would venture forth.
In the fall of 1973 (I was now twenty),
I went with my friend Jenny (an artist
who’d turned me onto the diaries; she later
became a well-known punk rock photographer)
to see two Bergman films at an art house
on Wilshire Boulevard. Anaïs was exiting
the lobby as we arrived. She wore
her signature black cape and a pendant
of a fiery gold sun, her long auburn hair
in a bohemian bun, and was escorted by
handsome Rupert Pole. Jenny screamed
and ran up to them. I stood back, in stunned
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awe. She told Jenny she’d just reseen
Persona for an upcoming lecture on Bergman
at UCLA. Impossible to concentrate
on the movies (Bergman was difficult enough
under normal circumstances) with the image
of Anaïs in my mind: poised and gracious
and larger than life. Late that night,
I wrote a fan letter and sent it (Jenny
had her address, a P.O. box in Los Angeles)
with one of my recent poems. I identified
myself as the young man in front of the theater
and admitted I’d been too shy to approach her.
I felt certain she would write to me: she claimed,
in interviews, that she answered all her
fan mail because she’d been hurt, when young,
that her first fan letter, to Nightwood author
Djuna Barnes, went without a response.
I waited expectantly—weeks and weeks.
Finally, a purple postcard fell through
the mail slot in my parents’ front door.
She’d answered! A sweet, encouraging
handwritten message. (I stared at my
name in her delicate, slanted hand.) She
thanked me for my letter and commented on
my poem. I’d captured, in so few words,
she said, the theme of her entire diary—
the lack of a father’s love. Extremely generous
of her, considering it was the effort of a beginner.
Her reply meant the world to me. She’d
given me her blessing. I could, would be a writer.
“Let me know, later, how it goes,” she wrote.
Sadly, I wasn’t able to: she died six months
before I published my first poem.
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I kept up with the diaries as they appeared:
volume five (copper) in 1974, volume six (red)
in 1976. I missed volume seven (silver) completely.
By that time (1980), I’d “outgrown” Anaïs,
which is to say I’d moved on to other influences:
Ann Stanford and May Swenson; Sexton,
Plath and Hughes; the Ginsberg of “Kaddish”;
the Elizabeth Bishop of Geography III. And soon
the more intimate poets of the New York School:
O’Hara, Schuyler, Brainard, Berrigan, the Notley
of Waltzing Matilda and How Spring Comes. But my
love of autobiography can be traced, fondly,
to Anaïs. I did read Henry and June in
1988, on the verge of moving to New York.
It came as a surprise to me that she and Henry
were lovers; I was a naive nineteen. A good thing,
probably. If I had read the unexpurgated diary
then, it might have inspired me to be more
adventurous, sexually, and I would be dead
of AIDS. I want more than ever to fuck and to be fucked . . .
I might have adopted that as my motto.
Where will Anaïs hide her diary tonight?
In a hole in the mattress? In the stove with the ashes?
It would hurt Hugo, her loyal husband, if he
were to read of her exploits. And sadden him,
surely, to learn that his wife prefers
Henry’s penis to his own: Hugo is sexually
too large for me . . . always somewhat painful.
Whereas Henry’s medium-sized cock
brought her to 1001 climaxes. Anaïs
went so far as to fill her diary with lies
to cover her infidelity. To love her was
to enter a labyrinth of . . . The biggest
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one I ever saw (and touched) was in the labyrinth
of the Club Baths in San Francisco in 1976.
A short Hispanic (in those days
I would have said “Mexican”) man
cornered me in the orgy room, wanted me
to come with him to his private cubicle.
I wanted romance more than raw sex—
absurd to expect that at the bars or baths
or in the parks, though I found it exciting to wander
after midnight among mist-shrouded trees
and get a blowjob in the bushes.
The men in relationships were all cheating
on each other, anyway. And I was guarded.
(I had, after all, been raped.) That little horse-hung
guy tried his best to convince me. But there
was no way I was going to let him get me alone.
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Arielle Greenberg

A Little Bit Lonely. (Money.)
We never talk about money. Most don’t.
What I know about your money is that it is stored in the animated oval holes that
show up in the middle of Yellow Submarine. Which is to say, I don’t understand
how you keep your money.
What I know about your father is that he is a Bob Dylan completist. Many are. It’s
not unrelated. A joint of marijuana connects Dylan to the Beatles, and there is a
lot of money between you and your father.
I am sorry that my hostility against you made you feel a little bit lonely. You were
just a pawn in my hostility against the nation-state Poetry.
Poets don’t make money being poets is a common scoff we both have scoffed. This
doesn’t mean poets do not make money. We have ways, other ways.
I have made money typing numbers correlating to Israeli shekel value into data
boxes on a computer screen while watching “Loveline” on MTV too late at night
and eating rice pudding.
I have made money making sure children were given food and an opportunity to
rest and swim.
I have made money ringing up low-end department store merchandise and putting
it into large plastic bags.
I have made money producing a synagogue newsletter.
I have made money organizing an older woman’s files (and she also bought me
lunch when she bought some for herself).
I have made money coming up with the idea of a trapeze artist performing in
Grand Central Terminal.
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I have made money talking about poems and how I think they are good or bad.
I have made money going over another newsletter with a blue pencil and calling
someone to correct newsletter mistakes.
I have made money holding babies and driving older kids to their schools.
I have made money telling a doctor that his book about teenagers was not good.
I have made money changing the tofu water in the big plastic bucket.
I have made money showing clips from movies I love and talking about Robert
Blake’s lack of eyebrows to business students.
I have made money recommending books and paraphernalia like tiny glass balls
and gilded swords to witches and Satanists.
I am sorry my poetry anger, which was related to money but more directly about
non-financial success, made you feel gilded by loneliness. I am sorry there is a
web of metal around your fingers and it looks like money and smells like money.
I am sorry but I want some of your money anyway, not your actual money, but a
situation in which I would have a similar quantity of money, and I am sorry that I
sometimes feel pity for how you have some money.
I actually also have some money. A quantifiable amount. More than a lot of
people have.
I used some of my money to buy an apartment. I also used the money of my
husband and of my husband’s grandmother. She has a lot of money.
My apartment is nicer and bigger than the apartments or even small houses of
many local friends, though it is also less nice and smaller than the houses of many
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other local friends. My apartment also represents my only real investment of
money.
And we all know how real estate is right now.
To cheer you and myself I will tell you that luckily I have a good friend, a rich girl,
who is taking us both out to a fancy restaurant where we can wear our not very
fancy clothes and share two different glasses of a good white wine. That friend is
you.
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Lyric I
From these two lips I own:
the roots of rapture, oaken bones
below a low looping path by the old
stone wall, trailhead by the apple tree.
I am blazed. There’s the cairn. This
me I am making, a maker of spells.
Breaker. Binder. More in the kitchen,
more time spent in barns, world-bleary,
shop-worn, uniform of petticoat and
mariner sweater.
And again—the dog? I forget
her. She curls a blue corner under
the cupboard of white powder pellets
burst from their vials. I believe more
in the disease than the cure. I
consider the pox party. I keep my dead,
keep them close for awhile afterward.
I go the fairground and weep
at the worksong, dance with my farmer.
I heart my farmers. The roots of this
suffix in pasture and lyrics. More like
the moors now, green rocky roads, gray
rocky shore. I lie back most afternoons
and think of England.
And will I get a job? I will go
pick apples. You can tell by the
crown the name of the varietal. Me,
I’m not sure. The tip of my nose is
flesh, a sow’s. The harrow and the
plough. The hoe and the hearth. My
hand with the heart drawn inside
it. The breeze on the cows. And gas,
and guzzle, and ghazal—I am named
for a play of an ill wind, or a mermaid
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or fey, but my knees are real dirty.
Diamond Joe, they sang. Roll
on. A low tone. Godspeed. I don’t
know. I think I’m at ease.
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Lisa Fishman

July–August, 2013
And where the
sun was not on
the water it had
been a while
and it changed
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sky am clear
say come here
Crown Paper & Bag Co.
Paper Merchants
I became this
and I became that
said a word not secretly
uh oh my ear
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and to the tenth
cluster of cranes as if a village: Sandhill
stepping along
the standing water in the soyfields, liking the pools
a story came
into the lune
moth found in a book
Ha! Another thing happened next.
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Into the river a stone’s throw
quiets the loss
“Distant—Close”—
two of the categories
We make you up
out of the water, unowned
Whoever died in the morning
More to go

“It has been a long, terrifying night at Collinwood.”
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Tony Trigilio

from Book 2, The Complete Dark
Shadows (of my childhood)
*
On the first Sunday in June, 1968, two
days after today’s literal cliffhanger
episode—chased by the police, Adam
jumps off Widows’ Hill (I can’t help
but wonder if Dark Shadows fans
Robert Duncan and Jess enjoyed
the gnostic gloom of the final scene,
Sheriff Patterson and his deputies
walking back one-by-one from the cliff
in silence, the wind whistling but not
shaking any of the fake foliage, stars
flickering on and off like flashlight bulbs
in the night-sky soundstage backdrop
over Collinwood)—Sirhan Sirhan visits
the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles
to hear Robert F. Kennedy give a speech;
later, during his trial, Sirhan described
to defense attorney Grant B. Cooper
how he felt when he saw Bobby standing
on the hotel’s outdoor terrace that Sunday
in ‘68, two days before assassinating him:
“I was really thrilled, sir,” he said, adding,
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“he looked like a saint to me—I liked him.”
Twenty minutes before Valerie Solanas
shoots Andy Warhol (bullet passes
through both lungs, his spleen, stomach,
liver, and esophagus) and six hours
before Sirhan Sirhan watches Bobby
Kennedy give a speech at the El Cortez
Hotel, San Diego (driven to exhaustion
by California’s presidential primary
campaign, Kennedy interrupted his
remarks and rushed to a bathroom
to vomit), Mrs. Stoddard introduces
the 6/3/68 episode with her usual grim
statement of the obvious: “It has been
a long, terrifying night at Collinwood.”
June 4, 1968: Sirhan Sirhan spends
all day at the San Gabriel Valley
Gun Club, practicing his shooting,
and Professor Stokes, the insufferable
aesthete (still monocled), examines
a porcelain figurine that, at first glance
(my bad eyesight, adjusting to trifocals)
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resembles the famous Venus of Willendorf
fertility idol—“How vulgar Meissen china
can be,” Stokes says, spitting the words
through his gelatinous lips, then urging
Carolyn to fall asleep, surrender to the dreamcurse (she does, and finds her own tombstone
lurking behind one of the foggy dream-doors);
after treating himself to a burger and coffee
at Bob’s Big Boy, Sirhan decides to skip
the 8 p.m. meeting of the Ancient Mystical
Order of the Rose Cross (the Rosicrucians)
and returns to the Ambassador Hotel,
home to Bobby Kennedy’s California
campaign headquarters, and drinks
at least four Tom Collins cocktails—
he later testified they tasted like lemonade
—and is mesmerized by a teletype machine
tapping out election returns in real time
(Sirhan’s adventures in self-hypnosis
included phrases he obsessively copied
over and over in his diary, “RFK must
die” and “pay to the order of”): just past
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midnight, June 5, RFK is shot in the hotel’s
kitchen pantry, after giving his famous
victory speech—“It’s on to Chicago,
and let’s win there,” he said, saluting
the crowd with a final thumbs-up—
Sirhan emptying all eight bullets in his
pistol, though evidence from the crime
scene suggests that 10 were fired.
I watched the 6/5/68 episode with
my mother as doctors tried to save
Kennedy’s life (you’re right, Professor
Stokes, the worst part of the dreamcurse is when the victim is “forced
to hear that rather pitiful riddle”):
he died at 1:44 a.m. on 6/6/68,
pre-empting Dark Shadows that day,
succumbing to the fatal head shot
Coroner Thomas Noguchi concluded
came from behind and was so close,
one-and-a-half inches from Kennedy,
it left powder burns on his neck (but
Sirhan shot Bobby from the front,
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standing more than three feet away);
35 years later, in 2003, writing a poem
about my failed efforts to use children’s
picture books to teach my mother to read
and write again after her stroke, I added
the lesson she learned from both Kennedy
assassinations—“Anthony, all the honest
politicians get shot” (Mrs. Stoddard’s
brooding can’t hold a candle to my
mother’s weary fatalism)—and recalled
her lament every time Ted Kennedy’s face
flashed on our television in the late-‘70s:
“Everybody knows if another Kennedy
runs, Anthony, the Mafia’ll get him, too.”
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*
Watching the 4/4/68 episode with Liz
in Madison, Wisconsin, I wrote down
every object we saw in the final scene—
Barnabas’s eighteenth-century portrait,
a mantelpiece clock below the painting
(7:20 p.m. in Collinwood), 17 candles,
two faded pink pillars, a pair of gloomy
emerald curtains, four candelabras,
a sconce mirror reflecting one of the candles,
the vampire’s Inverness Cape hanging
from a coat rack, Dr. Hoffman’s drag wig
and false lashes so big they cover each
eye like an awning—as if hoarding these
objects in my notebook (pausing the DVD
to count every candle) could make me forget
that three hours after the credits roll, 6:01 p.m.
central time, Martin Luther King is shot
to death by James Earl Ray on a balcony
outside his room at the Lorraine Motel
in Memphis as he prepares to go to dinner.
The next day, James Earl Ray abandons
his Mustang nine blocks from King’s
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church in Atlanta, then takes a bus
to Cincinnati, transferring from there
to Detroit—but it’s business as usual
at ABC: Dark Shadows not pre-empted
for coverage of King’s assassination,
and Vicki, driving to the Collins family
tomb with Barnabas, swerves to avoid
her 18th-century lover, Peter Bradford,
who inexplicably stepped from dark
woods into the road and waved at her,
causing the car to crash into a tree.
“I have a certain interest in bizarre
medicine—it’s a hobby of mine, actually,”
says Dr. Lang, played by Addison Powell,
the voice of Jeremiah Collins’s ghost,
two days after James Earl Ray takes
a cab across the border to Canada,
eventually making it to Europe,
where Scotland Yard will capture
him (on 6/8/68) at Heathrow Airport,
false passport in his hand and loaded
pistol in his pocket, trying to board
a European Airways flight to Brussels.
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*
No ideas but in things—in a low-budget
psychotronic pinwheel filmed with
a Vaseline-smeared lens; in a 28-second
dream of a mystery man (shot from
the neck down) in black satin priest
robes pulling on a pair of white gloves
leaning over an unvarnished coffin;
in a backwards tracking shot that reveals
the dream-villain is Navy Lt. Nathan
Forbes wrapping gloved hands around
Little Daniel’s neck (poor David Henesy,
trying to act startled and petrified as his
character is choked—his lips betray
him, curl into a nervous smile); no ideas
but in things like the Fiestaware bowl
(color: Flamingo) of Pad Siew that Liz
and I shared tonight in our apartment
with my ex-wife, Shelly, and her boyfriend,
Nick—first time I’ve seen Shelly in five years—
and while gripping a noodle with my chopsticks,
rolling up particulars to make them general,
eating takeout from the same Thai restaurant,
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Nori, that Shelly and I used to order from
(called Blue Elephant back then), I suddenly
couldn’t find a boundary where my body
ended and the other bodies in the room began
—the invisible veil that separates me from
everyone else, the illusion I’m “me” and they’re
“others,” was gone: I shared a home with
Shelly for 15 years, but now she was a visitor
in my home, just a half-mile south of where
we lived in 2008, when, in tears, we packed
her car and she drove away from Chicago
for good; she’s lived in Tucson with Nick
since 2012: he passed tofu-and-cabbage
spring rolls across my dining room
table to the person, me, who moved
to Chicago with his girlfriend, my wife
at the time, in 1998 (where our marriage
collapsed—we made a lot of trouble for
each other); I met Liz in 2009 and we
married in 2011: she passed a bowl
of steaming edamame to Shelly and we all
made plans for a winter 2014 Arizona trip,
the four of us gathered around like family.
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CM Burroughs

Viscera’s precocious talent to make out
the other side, where the body, at last
unison, functions less flaw. How am I
happening? How I am happening. My
skin come away on your fingertips. Your
panic at having petted—
if this organ then others, too,
unframe with rustle, tousle, measure. I am
parts managed toward the best idea of whole.
My body sewn by faith, mechanics, and
chance. Break of fiber in my mother’s arms;
faint still the caesurae that contain
what my organs must, together, want.
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Tonight I am property, hinge, and inlet.
I am what, tonight, you
want:
collar, hip, and unbound giving; given
toward arrangement. Veil-less, biological
nod.
There, a palm I asked for. There, a bite
I begged. Play, against which I clot
to affirm you, your goodness.
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I undress my courteous bones

helix patiently. See

each balking scar’s variant pattern.
What you’re hurting for
puts a hurt on you, my hips’ serum quelling your hum.
I’ve not said syncretic form; my idea for staving

touch; syllables

biding in my pink throat.
I spread each expandable part, wanting you to see
how cleanly I am. What muscle over what hinging
gestural box. All of what I am

holding.
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Anatomy makes good market. (Super!) displays of skin overlaying bone, “I”
captured in it.
Fine print yields: my mother tore to make me, I tore my mother making
me.
Natal spectacle:
shucks from womb, makes it to market, green, viscera and
(look how miniature my) container, absolutely unripe.
You picky proprietor, pick me. Forget signs leading you elsewhere. All what you
see
can be consumed. As my owner, you can review and render
calculations of my worth.
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Nathan Breitling

IN MEMORIAM:
137

138
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When Nathan Breitling died on May 15, 2014, the world lost a fine young poet
and a kind soul. A graduate of Columbia College Chicago’s M.F.A. program, and
a former Graduate Editorial Assistant for Court Green (Issue #8, 2011), Nate was
poised at the beginning of what would have been an outstanding career as a writer
and educator. The following poems, his “flowering kudzu” series, were central to
his M.F.A. thesis. They are a perfect example of Nate’s urgency to take risks as a
writer—to find new ways to see the world, and new ways to say what’s seen. The
innovative spirit of Nate’s poems was an extension of his exultation for life. He
was never satisfied with the midrange, the middlebrow, the middling. He is deeply
missed by all who knew him.
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sows
corrugate ferns
lostwood
loons
lamented
onion
skin
o!
thicket and
listworm
overturn
eastsoil for
lastwolverine
tormented opossum
enclosed sprout
all
!
gaggling weak in southlands
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stamens go acrid scouring
across lichen
scant on
bonsairocks
echo scalded
dawn gangue red sage
foolwooded
voyages to
stone on outcropped cox-comb
snowgoose
crows
out no-wolf
stonecities mortar
cress
peels white-washed
cesspools
!
!
!
!
!
spreading
across
the gate-way
out of
!
!
!
!
!
!
scrubbrush
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from

smooth
grasslands,
sublimes
grasssongs,
pianissimo
and assuaging
grasscanyons, overpopulated
sage
encrusted
ridges,
a tank
smolders on
grasschimes,
overpowering
appalachian
gessobuds in controlled growth:
the constant
gesture, onward
corrosive gessobuds
with
germination
constant
gasping, oxidize
soil
imposter
gessobuds
constant
gashing, overcome
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origamigrasses discard
mosstone
for concrete
& fissionbombs
callousing
across
aqueducts
summit passes & geothermic basins
scissoring the electric casino omphalos
shoehorn space
sao paulo
in scirocco blasts
showdown space
scorching verdant sunpools
shootout
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while
Chicago grasps
silently
vines split from silos
spread,
scorn
gentrified
saloons
Zwick’l cans, drunk in Brass
gong
Discos, warcry
baritones engulfed
Discover crude suffocations
Discolored vines engulf castiron
!
!
!
!
!
ferns
Digesting
overarches and causeways
Discover livinggreen crests over cities
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DOSSIER

On the Occasion Of
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John Gallaher

On the Occasion of Going to Dinner
in Groups
You’re quiet awhile and then animal sounds begin—or else you just start
to notice you’re in a class when the test comes—the Morality Test or
the Sex as Commerce Test or the Theft Test, etc—and you fail. That’s one.
But you could also pass, right? Sometimes we do. But what interests me
are the tests you don’t pass, where you decide to filch or cheat or whatever
and then circumstances arise to thwart you, so that you don’t do it. You’ve
been given this gift, this free pass. You fucked it all up and come out clean
anyway. We all want to be a patron saint of something. Make me patron saint
of that. All these unsent letters, partially opened doors, texts that fail to send,
the room too noisy for what you just said. What do people want from you
and what do you want from other people? And then our minor attempts
at seeing beyond ourselves, like how we say boys do this and girls do this. It’s
test day and the proper response is “always laugh, but not really laugh just kind
of laugh along in neutral.” But it’s one of those tests where you begin talking
and everyone looks at you, and you can’t think of your line. The other night
my friend Dana had her phone out and it has this voice recognition
software that always gets it wrong. She turns to me to test it out, saying,
“say something, anything,” and I go blank. Actually, I don’t go blank, I go several
thousand miles an hour, but in circles. I’ll say something so banal that the software
won’t have any choice but to get it right. I’ll say something that will fall flat
and everyone including me will know I was trying to be clever. We’re all
trying to be clever, of course, nearly always, but we don’t want to be caught
seeming to be trying because trying to be clever means you’re not clever. I want
to say something like “models have very dangerous-looking mouths,” but all
I can think of is what’s on the table. We’re at dinner. It’s a really good dinner.
So I say “my dinner is good,” but by then I’ve hesitated too long and I’m saying it
into the air as the conversation has moved on to the time Dana and George
went to a restaurant with a group of friends and ordered an entire goat
that the chef butchered at the table. They went back to the hotel with a “Bag
of Goat” that they gave to someone at the bar. And there we are, gifting goats,
we’re gifters. We have our big ideas which the best things are smaller than,
and then larger than, as the examination boards are flying, but very low.
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On the Occasion of My Salary
Adjustment
Watching Beckett today, it’s Act Without Words I, the short mime
of comedic hopelessness, learned impossibility, where even the trees
are conspiring against you, when “out of the blue” (quite literally),
a bird flies into our window. Hopefully a glancing blow, so it can learn
not to imagine all clear blue skies lead somewhere, but the row of birds
I’m always finding in the grass along the wall outside doesn’t bode well.
All clear blue skies, like today for instance, 70 degrees, some sun, and
now I’m reading an article in Scientific American that we’re all (really not all,
but say 99.99-something percent of us) on the wrong side of a one-way
mirror while making calls and walking into stores. Somewhere between
Beckett and Kafka then, with maybe a little Foucault tossed in, several
of us sat at the receptionist’s counter waiting for the mail call today. It’s
“pay increase day,” that we’ve been agitating for, if we can call polite
emails and lackluster clapping at events “agitating,” and not “thrown
about by unseen forces.” And now our day has come, and the average
pay increase turns out to hover at about a hundred bucks, annually. So
anyway, here I am now walking out into the sun and I pass a new poster
at my kids’ school: “CHARACTER: What you say or do when no one
is looking,” and I take some heart in that, as it means I can keep going
with my dark thoughts right now, and it’s not going to be a character dealbreaker. It’s like doing history by starting with the birth of Christ and then
going one two three four five six seven eight nine ten eleven twelve thirteen
(you can really stop anytime, the point’s been made, but why not push on
just a bit more?) fourteen fifteen sixteen (a little laughter, perhaps) seventeen
(maybe some shuffling as the joke starts wearing thin) eighteen (and the real
point starts to rise, the deeply human point, the point we all share with
whatever silence surrounds us, whatever we name the silence, however
we worship the silence, hate or love or cherish the silence) nineteen twenty
(and all of history spreads out before us as an argument for terror, but not
toward anything but larger numbers, not away from anything but smaller
numbers, from a date randomly chosen then enforced by armies). I was
in a meeting last year, and we were talking about art, in a room on the
ground floor against a bank of windows looking out over the bicycle rack.
It’s a sunny day, 70 or so degrees, and we can see a young woman approaching
on an aqua scooter from a distance, a hundred yards or so, ninety, all the
way to zero, where she slams full bore into the bicycle rack in front of us
and up into the window and down. It’s like that. It’s just like that.
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Hannah Oberman-Breindel

Waiting for You to Come Home for
Dinner
Because after we slept together the first time,
dawn stumbled on herself,
because that strawberry bruise was a marker, because placing
a finger between ribs
is like checking a pulse, because the rabbis say that home
is one of the names of God,
and because last night,
the earth said come closer, and the blood orange harvest moon did,
today I plucked fresh basil from the garden,
marinated halibut in cayenne and lime.
We wore workboots to play a part.
The day the chickens wandered off into the streets,
we didn’t know how to call them back. 				
The town
was small, a neighbor brought home two,
and the eggs they laid.
The third we found nestled in the squash bed.
The fourth, it seemed, had never left.
Our hens, you said.
They weren’t. But naming them 		
almost made it so.
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Kevin González

On Marriage
We have a son!
		
Late night
				
as I
to the casino
			
this
				
is what
We have a son!
			
I am
				
disastrously
inside this song
		
and every
				
drink
I drink
		
to be
			
more disastrously alive
to be
		
at home
				
with you
crossing
this dark
				
to kiss
this son
		
we have
				
rather than
this pedal
		
through
				
the sternum
would be
		
to break
			
even		
the best light

drive

I think

alive

I drink

instead of

goodnight

shove

of the night

my love
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of your searchlight
				
is wasted on the dark
the white lines
on the road
				
whip me		
on the heart
so we have
this son we have
				
this son
we have
this son we have
		
what I want
				
to kill
tonight
is the part of me
		
who doesn’t
				
think
of that
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Stacey Waite

when delicate the paper treads water
through a letter i have written
there is so much i am afraid to tell you. so much more i want though i do
admire the lines of the library steps speckled with books being read by
resistant bodies.
this morning my own body refusing me. i choose jeans.
my arms weigh on me a bit.
today i would be perfect for digging up anything. i’d glue your poems to the
grips of my shovel, so i’d sweat through the lines. leave myself there.
i think: love letters, long strands of time, losing out—the drawn out echo of
what it might be like to unearth you again, to see the landscape open outward.
there might be
open valley
then trees
last ocean
last stretch of sand
last body left
last of
my love, aching
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when what you’ve just said you can
not get away with saying
like when you want sleep but do not have a world to slip away from. keep track
the deaths in the house: your father is dead, several fish are dead, the plants are
dead from the furnace breaking in dead winter dead snow the last time was off a
southern coast when she says i just want you to fuck me and there were sliding glass
doors leading out from the room.
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when what is said is sharp against
what is meant
she does not sleep at first
at first the night hum keeps her
i. environments
loosen sand bag
there is no ocean
she says
as she photographs
the tied ropes
their red veins
there is no ocean
ii. actions
or how we used to make use
		
of the materials
		
this house curled into our bodies
		
we brought the fruit plates to bed
we sunk into the mattress with seeds and lime
iii. vitrines
i have not been honest
one lover may say to the other
though you’ve known about the horse hair vase
all along		
how it shattered
i could not piece it back
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Jan Beatty

On the Occasion of Not Committing
Suicide
We tried to enter death and emerge from it—
we skin-popped it in our forearms, a few cents worth
—Luis J. Rodriguez

Because there’s a light coming
Because you don’t know about it
Because fuck it—just wait
Because fuck it—just wait
Because I used to start each day with thoughts of how
Because your heart, exploding—
could open
Because I used to sleep w/all my clothes
& shoes on
Because I love your hands,
your graceful fingers &
—yes, you have a right
—but the fire in you could talk
& blow up the dead
& lover, we’ve never
seen that yet—what
you will bring,
what firestorm of heart,
I’m waiting for it—
what patchwork of lives?
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On the Occasion of Muscle Beach,
Venice, 2013
At Muscle Beach, the nautilus machines
empty on the rubber mats, one guy in a
bright orange speedo stumbles around,
in his 60s with a busted-up boom box
to his ear, he’s weaving and half-dancing
to Will You Be My Lucky Star? On his arms,
big metal cuffs w/studs, veins sticking
out the front of his legs, a bunch of young
white guys come up with some dollars,
he snaps into muscleman pose and smile/
then back to weaving. Small poke in the front
of his sagging speedo, he’s limping now,
breasts pancake-flat like an old woman’s,
hair frizzed, big moustache. He bangs
the boom box when it cuts out, finds
Brick House and starts to snap dance,
the Spanish girls scream Go, papi!
People are smiling, around his neck
a big gold Ganeesha hanging down.
Now he’s walking in circles between
families and everyone staring. He walks
towards a woman and her stroller, wants
her to take a picture, give him money,
but she says, no, no and turns away, afraid.
Five feet later, I run into a rapper
with 4 layers of gold chains and beads
in 90 degree heat, black sunglasses with
heavy gold frames who says,
If you have bad moments, I can make them run
like water in the gutter.
No thanks, I say.
A tiny white dog rides by
in a bike basket, everyone cooing,
a hot man in a wet suit peeled down to
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his navel, water dripping off his face,
walks by, carrying his surfboard.
A woman in a white uniform and purple
suede boots, a man in his 80s with a widebrim straw hat rolls the corner on an old-school
bike, his cane and clothes in the basket on back.
Signs that say: Venice Beach Physicians with
logo of hashish leaf underneath, Just Get It!
Young people outside dressed in neon green
hospital scrubs saying, Come in.
Skateboarder flies by, looks 20 but his face
so old, 50 ft palms line the ocean walk, seagulls
glide past, a man on a segue and cell phone talking
loud, families and kids carrying orange beach towels,
lots of Spanish and someone skyriding over
the ocean with a yellow parachute.
The smell of dope everywhere.
I look back to see orange speedo lying
on the weight pads, Morrison’s voice deep
in the firmament:
This is the best part of the trip
This is the trip, the best part
I really like
What’d he say?
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David Lehman

Poem (On Marilyn Monroe’s
Birthday)
On Marilyn Monroe’s birthday I have
to catch my breath running as a wide receiver
catches a football, shaking off tacklers
and heading for the goal line, progress
unimpeded, or like an angler angling for
trout, turning over phrases languorously
when I feel a tug, catch a bite, that’s
what this jolt of morning joe, like “Joltin’
Joe” DiMaggio, has done to me but if
I could calm down long enough to stop
hurrying and concentrate on the lawn
in front of me the wind at my back the laughter
from Alexander Pope’s dagger-like couplets
still echoing from last night’s reading
of The Dunciad—or maybe just to clear
the mind of words, all of them, even
the honeyed sonnets of youth not
lost, just misplaced—if I could look
at the trees darkening as a cloud covers
the sun, look at the grass, the myrtle, the pine
needles and the maple leaves and the one
rhododendron the deer have not devoured,
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what then? After ten minutes of bliss,
I shall return to my mind, and she will be singing,
“After You Get What You Want, You Don’t Want It.”

6/1/13
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Happy Birthday, Richard Howard
If you’re 84 today that means you were 47 when we met
You came to read poems and give two lectures
One on “The Art of Digression” the other on “The Art
Of Hesitation” I think but could be wrong and when
A man in the audience quoted Eliot on James (“too fine a mind
For any idea to violate it”) you observed that this was not
A problem from which Eliot suffered. Baudelaire, Gide,
Camus, Barthes, Stendahl, and how many others plus de Gaulle
Were translated by a boy who learned French from an aunt
When he was five years old in a car from Cleveland to Florida.
And today is your birthday and I made you laugh on the phone.
Once when I rented your flat I was talking to Louise Glück when,
Thanks to “call waiting,” then a novelty, Galway Kinnell called
For you, and from that moment on, dear sir, I felt justified
Answering the phone, “poetry headquarters.”

10/13/13
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Missed Connection
“Go blue, stop slipper red.”
Can you identify? Can you relate?
It was random, no, it was rad.
We met at the Met it was fate.
Was she a nudist with pearls
And hoop earrings?
Was she just one of the girls?
Did she lose her bearings?
“Go you, relieve the guard.”
Let the deserter wince.
Take the pot with an ace high card.
She no Grace he no prince.
She no hussy she a vegan
A muse in search of a robust bard
With a landing strip, not a Brazilian
And no memory of having starred.
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Denise Duhamel

On the Occasion of Typing My First
Email on a Brand New Phone
When I sign “Denise,”
autocorrect suggests Denise Richards
which makes my ex-husband Charlie Sheen,
which makes me a mother of three daughters,
and sometimes more, as I also volunteer
to take care of the twins
Charlie fathered with his third wife Brooke Mueller
while she’s in rehab.
In my new identity, I’m ten years younger,
a lot skinnier, but I haven’t read much.
In my new identity, I get breast implants
so I can be in Wild Things
for which I become pretty famous
because of a sex scene with Neve Campbell in a pool.
But after that, my acting goes nowhere
except for bit parts and my now-cancelled reality show
It’s Complicated, which only runs for a year,
and for which Charlie calls me “greedy and vain.”
Sure, I get to be in The World is Not Enough,
but Entertainment Weekly rates me
the worst Bond Girl of all time.
In my new identity, I still have a sister named Michelle.
I’m still French Canadian, raised Roman Catholic.
I still get to be a writer, but when I’m Denise Richards,
instead of poems, I publish a memoir
The Real Girl Next Door.
I’m a New York Times bestseller,
but deep down I know
it’s not because I wield a great sentence.
In my new identity, instead of overeating,
I get more plastic surgery and pose for Playboy
when my marriage heads south
and I no longer “feel sexy”
and just want to “prove something.”
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In my new identity, my mother has passed,
but my father is still alive
going to The Millionaire Matchmaker
to look for new love. Though I’m no
genius, I’m generally respected
because I don’t badmouth anyone,
even when I’m on Howard Stern.
I repeatedly decline to talk
about the restraining order
or any of Sheen’s public subsequent meltdowns.
What’s the point? Besides, I need to protect my kids.
There aren’t many famous Denise’s,
and I wonder why my phone, if it’s that “smart,”
doesn’t suggest Levertov. When I erase Richards,
autocorrect still doesn’t recognize who I am.
As I try to re-sign, Samsung asks
if I’m sure I’m just a plain old Denise.
Might I really mean “Denies”
or maybe “Demise?”
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On the Occasion of Putting My Faith
in a Psychic
The psychic told me I’d marry a foreigner, an editor
within a year. So I prepared to meet my future
husband, who I thought would whisk me away to Paris.
I imagined he’d be a few years older,
part of a publishing company, and would teach me
how to eat just one chocolate from the box and help me choose
a few pieces of couture for the parties we’d attend.
I’d send my poems to American magazines
from my address in France, with my new glamorous
bio. I’d be a mysterious expat.
I stayed on the lookout for this man
in New York, sure I would bump into him
at a coffee shop or on a subway platform.
At first I almost didn’t notice the guy
I would really marry, as he was so young
holding his stapled literary magazine,
with only an idea for an anthology.
And yet here he was with the psychic’s qualifications.
Foreigner, check. Editor, check. I thought it must be him.
I threw myself into my fate. The man didn’t want to take
me anywhere and instead wanted to stay with me
in the United States, with all its gauche flaws.
Whenever I wavered, he would speak in Spanish,
which I found very romantic. Could I help him
get a green card? I had just seen the movie
with Gérard Depardieu and Andie MacDowell
and told him all about it. Wasn’t life funny? Kooky?
Who knew what would come next? He told me
I was the woman of his sueños. We over-prepared.
I wanted to know everything about him for the interview—
his childhood, his favorite foods, the ones we didn’t have
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in America. I told him everything I could think
to tell about me. We drove to a bad neighborhood
in Philadelphia, where it was hard to find a place to park
the rental. We entered a cinder block building, passed through
a metal detector. A man took passport size pictures
of my new husband’s face.
A hurried woman with a yellow pencil tucked behind her ear
shuffled the forms paper-clipped in our petition.
She asked to see our marriage license. Then not even one
interview question. All that groundwork for nothing.
On the way home, we stopped for lunch. Fast food
that came in greasy bags. “Are you happy?” I asked,
wondering what it would be like to eat a croissant
in an outdoor café. “Sure,” he said. “We’re going
to have a great life.” He chomped on a fry.
We toasted with our cardboard cups of Coke,
no clink, just the sloshing of crushed ice.
As you might have guessed, it didn’t last.
Or rather, it lasted, but not until “death do us part.”
To be fair, the psychic never promised longevity
or endless joy. To be fair, I was busy envisioning
my strolls along the Seine, the French edition
of my first book ushered through
by my high powered husband, greeted
by reviews magnifiques. So when the psychic said,
“Do you have any questions?” it didn’t occur to me
to ask if I was the one going to be used.
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On the Occasion of Leaving the
Thanksgiving Turkey on Preheat
In my defense, I was a new wife.
In my defense, I’d never cooked a feast.
In my defense, I’d set my alarm for 5 a.m.
so that the meal would be done on time.
I’d opened The Joy of Cooking
to the right pages, keeping them fastened
with clothespins. I only realized
my mistake past noon, the pale bird
still goose pimply and cool
when I poked it. I turned around
to make sure no one saw me
switch the dial to bake.
I puttered with the cranberry sauce
and put the box of Stove Top
back in the cupboard. “Oh dear,
I think there is something wrong
with the oven,” I said a few minutes later,
the company coming in to see if they could help.
In my defense, it was a pretty dumpy rental.
I wore an apron and oven mitt for show.
In his defense, my husband ordered
Chinese for everyone and we all had
a good laugh. We passed around
the cartons and chopsticks
that looked festive atop
the orange tablecloth.
In our defense, our marriage
must have once been fun
because I confessed after the guests
were gone. I cried, which my husband
back then found adorable. If I remember
correctly, we played Scrabble, stomachs full,
but gobbling the last of the pumpkin pie anyway,
placing the bag of tiles between us
in the empty porcelain gravy boat.
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On the Occasion of Seeing a Woman
Toss a Wax Baby Into Flames
(Portugal, June 2013)
I’ve come to Fatima to see the field
where, in 1917, the Virgin appeared
to three shepherd children, telling them
three sacred secrets. One predicted
the 1981 failed assassination
of Pope John Paul II, who would say
he felt Mary’s hand guiding
the bullets’ paths, allowing only two
of the four to hit his intestine.
The Pope even donated a bullet from his body
to Fatima’s shrine where it’s now lodged
in the crown of the statue of the Virgin,
which was made to look
just as the eldest child-witness
described her. Such drawings
are usually rendered to catch criminals
and when influential residents of Fatima doubted
the shepherds, the children were put in jail,
and even threatened with boiling oil.
But they never changed their story.
Mary also foretold the Second
World War, sure to come unless Russia
converted to Catholicism.
The Miracle of the Sun,
an aurora borealis, appeared in 1938,
just a month before Hitler
seized Austria. The last secret
was not so much a secret as a vision of Hades—
complete with twisting demons,
charred monsters, and scary shrieks.
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So much fire and heat.
I am taken aback by the altar
where today’s pilgrims light candles,
flames shooting up and out,
people jumping back. The candles
bow and fold, falling out of their holders,
the wax drippings wiggling
then settling into what look like scars.
I light a candle for my dead father,
and my sleeve almost catches.
Some pilgrims carry body parts
made out of white wax—
eyes, kidneys, stomachs, arms,
hands, feet, breasts, hearts—
and when people toss their sacrifices in,
the flames sputter then burst.
Each disease, a private hell-crackle.
A man holds a wax motorcycle.
A woman, a wax house.
A crash and foreclosure, perhaps.
The accomplice to the man who shot the Pope
was supposed to detonate a small bomb
to distract the crowd, but he panicked.
John Paul II forgave the shooter
who was found guilty, then pardoned.
Today a young couple clutches
a wax baby before the woman tosses it in.
Are they trying to conceive? Mourning
a miscarriage? Did they lose an infant
to a hideous accident? No apparition,
no premonition. Only the bellow
and blast of the scorching canon.
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Kenneth Koch

To My Twenties
How lucky that I ran into you
When everything was possible
For my legs and arms, and with hope in my heart
And so happy to see any woman—
O woman! O my twentieth year!
Basking in you, you
Oasis from both growing and decay
Fantastic unheard of nine- or ten-year oasis
A palm tree, hey! And then another
And another—and water!
I’m still very impressed by you. Whither,
Midst falling decades, have you gone? Oh in what lucky fellow,
Unsure of himself, upset, and unemployable
For the moment in any case, do you live now?
From my window I drop a nickel
By mistake. With
You I race down to get it
But I find there on
The street instead, a good friend,
X_____ N____, who says to me
Kenneth do you have a minute?
And I say yes! I am in my twenties!
I have plenty of time! In you I marry,
In you I first go to France; I make my best friends
In you, and a few enemies. I
Write a lot and am living all the time
And thinking about living. I loved to frequent you
After my teens and before my thirties.
You three together in a bar
I always preferred you because you were midmost
Most lustrous apparently strongest
Although now that I look back on you
What part have you played?
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You never, ever, were stingy.
What you gave me you gave whole
But as for telling
Me how best to use it
You weren’t genius at that.
Twenties, my soul
Is yours for the asking
You know that, if you ever come back.
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To World War Two
Early on you introduced me to young women in bars
You were large, and with a large hand
You presented them in different cities,
Made me in San Luis Obispo, drunk
On French seventy-fives, in Los Angeles, on pousse-cafés.
It was a time of general confusion
Of being a body hurled at a wall.
I didn’t do much fighting. I sat, rather I stood, in a foxhole.
I stood while the typhoon splashed us into morning.
It felt unusual
Even if for a good cause
To be part of a destructive force
With my rifle in my hands
And in my head
My serial number
The entire object of my existence
To eliminate Japanese soldiers
By killing them
With a rifle or with a grenade
And then, many years after that,
I could write poetry
Fall in love
And have a daughter
And think
About these things
From a great distance
If I survived
I was “paying my debt
To society” a paid
Killer. It wasn’t
Like anything I’d done
Before, on the paved
Streets of Cincinnati
Or on the ballroom floor
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At Mr. Vathé’s dancing class
What would Anne Marie Goldsmith
Have thought of me
If instead of asking her to dance
I had put my BAR to my shoulder
And shot her in the face
I thought about her in my foxhole—
One, in a foxhole near me, has his throat cut during the night
We take more precautions but it is night and it is you.
The typhoon continues and so do you.
“I can’t be killed—because of my poetry. I have to live on in order to
write it.”
I thought—even crazier thought, or just as crazy—
“If I’m killed while thinking of lines, it will be too corny
When it’s reported” (I imagined it would be reported!)
So I kept thinking of lines of poetry. One that came to me on the beach on
Leyte
Was “The surf comes in like masochistic lions.”
I loved this terrible line. It was keeping me alive. My Uncle Leo wrote to
me,
“You won’t believe this, but some day you may wish
You were footloose and twenty on Leyte again.” I have never wanted
To be on Leyte again,
With you, whispering into my ear,
“Go on and win me! Tomorrow you may not be alive,
So do it today!” How could anyone ever win you?
How many persons would I have had to kill
Even to begin to be a part of winning you?
You were too much for me, though I
Was older than you were and in camouflage. But for you
Who threw everything together, and had all the systems
Working for you all the time, this was trivial. If you could use me
You’d use me, and then forget. How else
Did I think you’d behave?
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I’m glad you ended. I’m glad I didn’t die. Or lose my mind.
As machines make ice
We made dead enemy soldiers, in
Dark jungle alleys, with weapons in our hands
That produced fire and kept going straight through
I was carrying one,
I who had gone about for years as a child
Praying God don’t let there ever be another war
Or if there is, don’t let me be in it. Well, I was in you.
All you cared about was existing and being won.
You died of a bomb blast in Nagasaki, and there were parades.
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To Old Age
You hurried through my twenties as if there were nowhere to look
For what you were searching for, perhaps my first trip to China.
You said, “I love that country because they love everything that’s old
And they like things to look old—take the fortune cookies for example
Or the dumplings or the universe’s shining face.” I said,
“Chopsticks don’t look old,” but you were hurrying
Past me, past my love, my uncomprehended marriage, my
Nine or ten years nailed in the valley of the fools, and still you were not
there,
Wouldn’t stop there. You disappeared for a year
That I spent in Paris, came back to me in my father’s face
And later in my mother’s conversation. You seemed great in the palm trees
During a storm and lessened by the boats’ preceding clops.
Looking at a gun or at a tiger I never thought I was standing facing you.
You were elsewhere, rippling the sands or else making some boring
conversation
Among people who scarcely knew each other. You were left by Shelley to
languish
And by Byron and by Keats. Shakespeare never encountered you. What
are you, old age,
That some do and some do not come to you?
Are you an old guru who won’t quit talking to us in time
For us to hang up the phone? You scare me half to death
And I suppose you will take me there, too. You are a companion
Of green ivy and stumbling vines. If I could break away from you
I would, but there is no light down in that gulch there. Walk with me,
then
Let’s not be falling . . . this fiery morning. Grand âge, nous voici! Old age,
here we are!
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David L. Ulin

February 15, 1999
Monday afternoon,
sitting in my stripped bare office,
listening as Robin plays his
downstairs piano
and feeling the crush of all these
moments, all this living
that we’ve done.
In the back room, Sophie
sleeps while Rae sorts
clothing, packs it up in boxes,
getting ready for the move.
It’s been eight years that we’ve
lived here, and the ghosts
are thick as silence,
pushing against me in the fading
winter light like little whispers,
in a tapestry of half-heard words.
Both my children were born here.
How do you explain that?
Or the way that moving feels
like leaving them behind?
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Jessica Dyer

Upon Hearing Neruda the
Other Day
They found some long-lost Neruda poems in a drawer recently and a man read
one poem live on the BBC radio. First in Spanish—poet voice in any language!—
then in a rough English translation written in blue pen, he said. The poem was
about fornicating, really fornicating. Later on, I had a dream that I bought a goat
and kept him in the shed. He was so excited to sit on the couch with me that he
chewed a hole in my jeans, just underneath the butt pockets. All my unfertilized
eggs came glittering out of the hole like an infertility parade and got lost in the
carpet. I couldn’t find them all, even with tweezers. But that’s OK because I had
a pornographic dream about my archenemy, the actor Benedict Cumberbatch.
It was explicitly sexual and out of character for my sleep-brain. Last Thursday I
bought a book of fancy illustrated vaginas from 1974 while wearing a uterus around
my neck. I think I need to hear another dirty poem to snap me out of this.
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Upon Moving to the Suburbs Where
the grass is greener and more maintained than anywhere else I have seen and
where every house is identical to the one next to it and so on and on, and there is
a Honda Odyssey in every driveway and all the Honda Odysseys are gray or a-littlebit-grayer. I am not making this up and maybe I am in hell but it is so beautiful
and full of nature. Birds wake me up in the morning like in Sleeping Beauty and
there is a family of raccoons (a mom and five babies) that live in the tree outside
my apartment—one of the babies is slower than the others, or maybe is more
curios (road kill). So one night they’re clumsily venturing down the tree and my
neighbor yells at me, YOU KNOW RACCOONS EAT SQUIRREL BABIES RIGHT?
You know what? I’m fine with a few less adolescent squirrels. Squirrels made a
nest on the engine of my car and ate a lot of the wiring so it doesn’t work quite
right anymore. C’est la vie. YOLO. #suburbanite
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On the occasion of buying a
handful of daffodils from the
Trader Joe’s at 86th St.
I learn that daffodils are toxic
from my checker Tess. She
won’t let me set them beside my
tulips or English peas or bell
peppers because
they will wilt everything around them.
Daffodils are toxic.
The daffodils are toxic, lady.
But no! Daffodils are the most
full-of-life flowers I have inside me
if only for that one moment when I was
22, that hour I sat sitting in the cold
April rain in a bed of campus daffodils
with my friend Jared Frink and
I wanted to hold his hands so tight
because back then, everything meant
something special if it was in the rain,
if we were alone, and quiet, together.
I put ten flowers in a vase
shaped like a glass boot.

Only two ever really bloomed.
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Micah Bateman

To Friends on Their Wedding Day
What I had wanted for you came,
It came to you both,
And what I had wanted
Was bothness. As if by design
Even your names elide nicely:
Oh Danna! Danna danna bo banna!
I’m a child at a birthday party!
It’s the birth of Danna!
Fee fi mo manna! Oh Anna,
I know I’m embarrassing you.
But you should save your side eye
For those so many more nights
With Dan on the couch
When he’s the only one
Drinking Scotch. Whatever
The Scotch of your bothness is,
I wish you much of it.
I wish you a cosmic muchness—
How unlike a description
Of your last two apartments
Where you fell in love
Like contortionists in a button box,
And just like at the circus,
Here we are applauding! Bravo, bravo!
And there are Maxfield and Kima
Balancing a red rubber
On their heart-shaped double nose!
May the rest of your life be the encore.
Isn’t it funny how that word—
Life—turns singular?
Your lives, too, elide to oneness.
As Shelley says, Nothing in the world
Is single. All things meet and mingle
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Like candle wax into the cake icing.
Don’t you hate that? But I love
Your mingling as much as Anna loves
Social justice and lost causes.
Thank God you found Dan!
What a lost cause he might’ve been!
You were not children together
But you are now. I’ve seen you
Teach one another, seen you
Bond over the absurdities
Of Joe Biden. But now you have
To unlearn everything together
Like birds who leave the nest in flight
By unlearning the earth,
Yet still you’ve built your nest . . .
Happy birthday! Our hearts are
The candles that with each uttered vow
You one by one blow out.
We’re melting all over your cake.
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Stephen Gibson

On My Wife Looking at a Sandwichboard Menu in Ischia
Who can resist a pizza Margherita
with a glass of wine, both for seven euro?
When we were young, she’d eat half of hers.
Who can resist a pizza Margherita?
I’d ask her. She’d smile, put a hand on my shoulder
and leave me all of that crust and tomato.
Who can resist a pizza Margherita
with a glass of wine, both for seven euro?
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Jacob Sunderlin

For My Son, Before He Has a Face
In your twenties son

the Internet

will be so distracting

& if you’ve got any me

in there you’ll like to look at motorcycles
& watch a woman suck in her face
having eaten the first oyster of her life
at some beach you’ll probably
never see

You’ll never see most of the

bands worth seeing Having talked
yourself out of tickets video can substitute
for experience

There are hours of this

unwatchable horseshit we call Wednesday
Son most days on earth you’ll watch
movies

terrible movies like I want to drink your blood

& when a satanic acid cult descends
on a boring town

like the one you’ll grow up in

& doses the angry grandfathers

with their shotguns

they will learn to ride it out & it will be
young people like you who are born to inject
tiny meat pies

with the blood of rabid dogs

so the hippie satanists will turn hydrophobic &
everyone will die

But don’t worry about that now

when you’re just a cluster of undifferentiated stem cells
the star chart of inconceivable smallness
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Joshua Young

Saturday February 4th 2013
ben gazzara died today—
trust is not affection
but fact checks
we don’t need to lie
but it sounds like a lie
we don’t need to lie
to be entertaining
i search for gazzara
falk & cassavetes
on the dick cavett show
i find it share it on facebook
& everyone likes it
leaves comments about the coolness
of the performance—
can you tell the difference between sentiment
& sentimentality falk says
actually serious for a moment
& that derails
after minutes of drinking
& smoking & clowning
cassavetes play-falling onto the carpet
ashing on the carpet
pulling up their pants
showing off their white-as-fuck legs
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john picking up falk on his shoulders
wrestling into a pig-pile
all three of them refusing to answer
refusing to really talk about the film—
say gooseflesh
say picture
say coward coward
boom mics dropping
you wanna talk about art
john says hello to his mother—
we don’t know anyone else
john’s collapsed
on the floor right off the bat
at least three times now
so faux-dramatically
& cavett’s asks what’s the film about, fellas
at least three times now said
talk about the time you punched
stanley kramer in the nose—
& of course he won’t talk about it
but everyone wants him to talk about it
these cruel humans making jokes
did you improvise the film
i-m-p-r-o-v-i-s-e
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& john starts saying
remember when you need to tell them that
let’s not talk about that
& it’s too cluttered to even know
what the reference is
when the interview begins
to sober the men speak
about expressing themselves at any cost
oh the misogyny
beveled into what they say
remember when you did 37 takes
& said you were just warming up
john asks this peter nods
we constantly fight
actually came to blows—
they are trying to say
how much they care about the film
without saying it
they won’t say it
they’re above it
i’m terrified of him
i think we can all learn something from this
terrible things
terrible things
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terrible things
terrible things
terrible things
terrible things
the appallity of their behavior
is john still looking at me
we’re back to clowning around for 19 minutes
if we build a theater for orson welles
lets build a hospital for cassavetes
will you do the same for griffin & carson
the video is over
there’s the comments
these people they’re so much like me
circa 2006-2011—
they only see the hero
the myth the inspiration
i see something else now
& the comments:
/ i love how unapologetically drunk
they are

/ they were hilarious / two of

my favorites

/ they are so damn cool /

holy shit yes

/ one of the funniest &

heartfelt talk show interviews i’ve
ever seen

/ one of my favorite pieces of
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media

/ hahahahaha they’ve exactly

like their characters

/

no one wants to talk
about his mental state
about how shitty he could be
how bad they want to talk about his process—
they see the clown
the charm seeping out of him
they see the rebel
all that anecdotal evidence
they don’t talk about the con-man
the thief
the aggression
the moodswings
they don’t talk about his human side
just that image of him on a box set
holding a handheld camera
sacrificing for art you know
the one the younger versions
of ourselves want to be
ray carney we should talk
i want / need to talk
to cassavetes crew
but what kind of fluff are they gonna spit—
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too many pedestals—
i need more books
that is not a question
i will not say columbo
i will say nick say falk
i will say cassavetes when
i want people to understand
what i’m doing—
those who get it
don’t really get it
not really
not like it should be
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Patrick Kindig

On the Occasion of Watching
Geography Club
I cried like a baby even though I wasn’t gay
until college and the movie was stuffed
with Disney actors and men too pretty
for me to date, now or then. I’m not proud
that every film about coming out
breaks me down like a cardboard box, even
the bad ones. I’m not proud that the darkest
part of me wanted the obvious hero
to get with the douchebag, the traitorous boy
who left him for his football buddies—a move
I am still too often guilty of making, pretending
my boyfriend is my DD when we get McDonald’s
at 1am, playing up my athlete’s swagger
at parties. And though I have also biked like the hero
before, in spring and newly not-giving-a-fuck
who knows that I spent the night in another man’s
bed, when the douchebag said
I just want to be normal, Russel, but
I also really like you, I pressed pause
after that but, wishing, like him, that I
could have avoided the second clause. This,
of course, was an impossibility—the point
of the film—and I had to watch
to the end, where I cried, not because
it was a beautiful ending or the story
was especially poignant, but because
the world that birthed this movie
was ten years away when I
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was in middle school, beginning to learn
I was somehow different, unlike my friends
ravenous for short skirts and tank tops, a boy
who prayed in secret for stiff sheets
after each accidental dream
of breasts, who penciled pictures
of naked men on rice paper and took them
into the shower to watch them dissolve.
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Marty McConnell

elegy

(or, the new year immediately fucking breaks our deal about keeping
everyone I care about alive)

We love who we can love, and the rest
stay ghosts. I can’t remember
now if the dead become angels
in the popular mythology, or if we just
rise up like soap bubbles in the cold
and go. There is space in my bones
for only so much grief. The rest
has to wait for sleep, when the long
and recent dead can reach back
to pull my braided hair or sing
like they never did. All the candles
burning down to the metal, the radiator
singing its dumb water song. Let’s bomb
this echo playground, this salted field.
What’s there to stop us but the dirt
wearing our names. A first
communion skirt. The dust
in my lungs. Knock it
out of me. Say the dead do not come back
ever. Say we earn our funeral clothes
every time we kiss. What country
is this? Whose shoes
am I wearing? When
did it get so cold?
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Michael Broder

Delivering the News
I had to slow down to check the numbers,
but I didn’t need to go that slow. When I
found it—clapboard, shutters, split-rail fence—
I sat in the car until the song ended,
then I walked up and tapped, light as I could.
She saw me in my dress greens and she knew,
like always; I knew from her eyes, the way
she held her breath, and I kept saying, “Ma’am,
I need to come in,” and she kept saying,
“I’m sorry, but I can’t let you.” And a
breeze kicked up the leaves in the driveway, a
cloud passed in front of the sun, and I smelled
coffee brewing in the house. That was it,
me standing there in my dress greens. She knew.
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William Olsen

Father’s Day
The old cat sounds like a broken clock
taking the stairs
two legs at a time.
The broken backed dictionary
is duct-taped whole.
My slowing father
who loves me pleads
see me to my death,
son,
honor your father,
you are the one with good ears,
you find the words.
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George Kalamaras

Saidshaft

for Mary Rising Higgins, 1944–2007

Fearless was how I described your work, the only word I could.
The way the secret and the lice, the Brahms-bitten, the release.
Fearless how the you became a we.
Your the an irreplaceable a.
So we ate chile rellenos that afternoon in July and remembered how common our
seed.
We talked poetry, of course, breath, even the delicacy of my beagle’s feet.
So, we came to that place where knowing knows all it possibly cannot.
We ate with you barely eating, with Paul Celan somehow there among us in airtight
tie, coaxing you down into some unknown strain.
If the sliding glass door out your backyard were only Albuquerque.
If in opening it to let out the dog, we found ourselves slipping back in, further from
what we could never and not.
Dear Mary, there are many things, so many wants to say—sweet things, human things.
I want to say hibbux, and hydrax, and root of the hyssop, and saidshaft, and shift, and
here, take this tongue.
I want to tell you, sleep the slept of our dearest and most deep.
I want to say, here, eat the monkfish whole, but broil it first over the luminous rib of an
owl.
I wish I. I sincerely grow a word.
Here, take this chest, I’d say, and I’d get down on all fours and tear the carpet apart for
the pineal gland I’d left of dust.
If the sliding and the door. If the sharing of breath over a green pepper. If the right
way wrong, the endearment, the act of loving away.
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If a sopapilla and honey. If that can of coke you and Mary Ann and I shared to give us
the caffeine need we felt we’d otherwise grieve.
Hearing your poems from your bed as one final release. Breath. Stop. Breathe.
If your syntax and its kept and its swirl as it must and has to and most certainly will.
All right, an airtight word is held lovingly in the throat.
This much is clear: Celan-sting of the not-quite say-so, not-quite bee.
So, we’ve come to that place where the air inside a jar is the breath of the deep.
Unceasing blessings, dear one. We are all inside something twisted shut, until we
find the sopapilla, the Brahms-bitten, the sweet.

(August 27, 2007)

CONTRIBUTORS
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Because of our dossier, we asked our contributors to answer the following: What
is the one poem you would never want to write?
Micah Bateman works and teaches for the University of Iowa’s International
Writing Program. He edits Petri Press. “One poem I would never want to write:
‘On the Occasion of Your Bris’.”
Jan Beatty is the author of The Switching/Yard. Other books include Red Sugar,
Boneshaker, and Mad River, all published by the University of Pittsburgh Press.
She hosts and produces Prosody, a public radio show on NPR affiliate 90.5 FM and
directs the writing program at Carlow University. “I would never want to write a
poem about the miracle of childbirth.”
Nathan Breitling (b. 1986–d. 2014) was a native of the Chicagoland area. He
received his B.A. in Creative Writing from Illinois Wesleyan University and his
M.F.A. at Columbia College Chicago. His poems have appeared or are forthcomng
in Columbia Poetry Review, Cream City Review, and Phantom Limb.
Traci Brimhall is the author of Our Lady of the Ruins (W.W. Norton) and Rookery
(Southern Illinois University Press). She’s an Assistant Professor of Creative
Writing at Kansas State University. “I never again want to write the poem that
memorializes someone I love. I’d rather struggle to find the language to describe
love, or desire, or joy, or even plain old happiness.”
Michael Broder is the author of This Life Now (A Midsummer Night’s Press,
2014). He lives in Brooklyn with his husband, the poet Jason Schneiderman.
“I would never want to write an elegy for my husband.”
CM Burroughs has been a fellow of Yaddo, The MacDowell Colony, and the Cave
Canem Foundation. Her debut book of poems, The Vital System, is available from
Tupelo Press. Burroughs is Assistant Professor of Poetry at Columbia College of
Chicago. Her reading schedule is available at www.cmburroughs.com. “I never
want to write a clever poem.”
Sarah Carson was born and raised in Michigan but now lives in Chicago.She
is the author of three chapbooks and one full-length poetry collection. “I’m
struggling with the question, so I’ll have to get back to that later.”
Ching-In Chen is the author of The Heart’s Traffic and co-editor of The Revolution
Starts at Home: Confronting Intimate Violence Within Activist Communities. “One
poem I would never want to write: the poem on one level, constricted to one
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sentence. A poem keeping all its commas, all its straightness. A poem which has
shuffled away all its chaos. A poem with the rules I could not break.”
Jeffery Conway is the author of The Album That Changed My Life (Cold Calm
Press, 2006). He is also the author (with Lynn Crosbie and David Trinidad) of the
mock epic Phoebe 2002: An Essay in Verse (Turtle Point Press, 2003). His newest
book is Showgirls: The Movie in Sestinas (BlazeVOX Books, 2014). “The one poem I
would never want to write is the one where I describe in vivid detail the emotional
meltdown (read: a little diarrhea) I endure when family members read and react
to the graphic personal poems (read: drunken gay sex poems) found in my book
The Album That Changed My Life—a book they have tracked down and purchased
on Amazon and had shipped for free.”
Stephen Danos is author of the poetry chapbooks Playhouse State (H_NGM_N
Books, 2012) and Gravitational (The New Megaphone, 2014). He is co-founder
and editor-in-chief of the online poetry journal Pinwheel.
Denise Duhamel’s most recent book of poetry Blowout (University of Pittsburgh
Press, 2013) was a finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award. Her other
books include Ka-Ching! (2009), Two and Two (2005), and Queen for a Day: Selected
and New Poems (2001). A former contributor to Court Green, she is a professor at
Florida International University in Miami. Denise Duhamel hopes never to write
a poem on the occasion of becoming complacent or bored.
Jessica Dyer writes, lives, and naps in the Indianapolis suburbs. She holds
degrees in journalism and poetry from Indiana State University and Columbia
College Chicago. She’s the author of the chapbook Uterus Poems (The New
Megaphone Press) and serves as an associate editor at The Arsenic Lobster Poetry
Journal. The poem she’d least like to write? “On the Occasion of Surviving a Real
Sharknado By Hiding in a Reptile Store with James Franco & Krusty the Clown.”
Nancy Eimers’s most recent poetry collection is Oz (Carnegie Mellon, 2011).
She teaches Creative Writing at Western Michigan University. “The one poem I
would never want to write: a poem that cannot/will not find its way in the dark.”
Lisa Fishman is the author of six collections of poetry, most recently 24 Pages and
Other Poems (Wave Books, 2015). She lives in Orfordville, Wisconsin, and teaches
at Columbia College Chicago. “The poem I would never want to write . . . Blake’s
Jerusalem.”
M. Forajter is an M.F.A. graduate from Columbia College Chicago. Her chapbook
WHITE DEER is available from dancing girl press. “Poem I would never want to
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write: I’m not overly fond of vacation poems. I don’t want to bore anyone with
picturesque scenes. I’m sure everyone trusts your trip to Europe was very nice, or
moving, or whatever. Just take a picture.”
John Gallaher’s fifth book of poetry is In a Landscape (BOA, 2014). He lives in
rural Missouri and co-edits The Laurel Review. The poem he would never want
to write is “The Charge of the Light Brigade,” for at least three reasons. He could
elaborate, but that would be telling.
Stephen Gibson is the author of five poetry collections, Rorschach Art Too (West
Chester University), Paradise (University of Arkansas), Frescoes (Lost Horse Press),
Masaccio’s Expulsion (MARGIE/Intuit House), and Rorschach Art (Red Hen). “As
for an answer to the dossier question, there is one type, the in memoriam, that I’ve
written that I hope never to have to write again.”
Kevin González is the author of Cultural Studies and co-editor of The New Census:
An Anthology of Contemporary American Poetry. He teaches at Carnegie Mellon
University. ”I’d say that the one poem I would never want to write is the inaugural
poem for the presidential inauguration of Donald Trump.”
Arielle Greenberg’s two forthcoming books are Locally Made Panties (Ricochet,
2015) and Electric Gurlesque (co-edited with Lara Glenum and Becca Klaver,
Saturnalia, 2015). A former associate professor at Columbia College, she now
lives in Maine and teaches in the community, in the Maine State Prison, and in
Oregon State University-Cascades’ M.F.A. program. She would never want to
write a poem that was unaware and/or unthinking about its own racism, sexism,
homophobia or other such destructive politics.
Kate Greenstreet’s books are Young Tambling, The Last 4 Things, and case sensitive,
all with Ahsahta Press.
Michael Homolka’s poems have appeared recently or are forthcoming in
publications such as The Cincinnati Review, New American Writing, Parnassus,
Ploughshares, The Threepenny Review, and Witness. He grew up in Los Angeles and
works in book production in New York City. “I would never want to write a poem
that should have revealed something very personal feeling but failed to.”
George Kalamaras, Poet Laureate of Indiana, is the author of seven books of
poetry and seven chapbooks, including Kingdom of Throat-Stuck Luck (2011) and
The Mining Camps of the Mouth (2012). He is Professor of English at Indiana
University-Purdue University Fort Wayne, where he has taught since 1990. “The
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one poem I would never want to write is the poem that, for a moment, forgets to mix
its words with starlight.”
Patrick Kindig is currently a graduate student in Indiana University’s Department
of English. His poems have appeared in the Jabberwock Review, Isthmus, Eclectica,
and elsewhere. “The one poem I would never want to write is ‘On Becoming, for the
First Time, an Only Child.’”
Kenneth Koch (1925-2002) was the author of numerous collections of poetry,
plays, and short fiction. A writer associated primarily with the New York School of
poetry, he was admired for his ability to engage serious subject matter with humor,
satire, parody, and conversational language. The poems in this issue are taken from
his collection New Addresses, a volume of autobiographical apostrophe poems in
which Koch addresses major events in his life as if he were in dialogue with them.
These poems unearthed, for Koch, new details about some of his most important life
experiences. “When I addressed myself to World War Two,” he said in an interview
after the book was published, “I found that I could talk about it and I remembered
all sorts of things that I had forgotten, such as that I believed, quite insanely, that I
couldn’t be killed because I had to write poetry.”
David Lehman’s recent books include New and Selected Poems (2013) and A Fine
Romance: Jewish Songwriters, American Songs (2009). He is the editor of The Oxford
Book of American Poetry. He teaches in the graduate writing program at The New
School in New York City. “A poem I would never want to write is an elegy for a child
of mine.”
Mark Leidner is the author of Beauty Was the Case that They Gave Me (Factory
Hollow Press, 2011) and The Angel in the Dream of Our Hangover (Sator Press, 2011).
“I’d never want to write a poem that was vulnerable to criticism, or that did not
instill within readers a feeling of enduring cosmic unity.”
Marty McConnell lives in Chicago. She received her M.F.A. from Sarah Lawrence
College. Her first full-length collection, wine for a shotgun, was published in 2012 by
EM Press. “It’s my deeply futile hope never to write another elegy. But even as I say
that, I know that everything I write is an elegy of a kind, that even the most rejoicing
poem is for those gone.”
Jill Magi is an artist, critic, and educator who works in text, image, and textiles. Her
books include LABOR, SLOT, Cadastral Map, Torchwood, and Threads. “Pageviews/
Innervisions,” a textimage theory and curriculum, is forthcoming from Rattapallax/
Moving Furniture Press. She is on the faculty of New York University Abu Dhabi.
“I would never like to write the poem ‘On the Occasion of Leaving Poetry.’”
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Tyler Mills is the author of Tongue Lyre (SIU Press, 2013). She lives in Chicago,
where she is a Ph.D. candidate in creative writing at the University of IllinoisChicago and is editor-in-chief of The Account: A Journal of Poetry, Prose, and Thought.
“The one poem I would never want to write: a poem that trivializes something
important.”
Hannah Oberman-Breindel is a graduate of the M.F.A. program at University of
Wisconsin-Madison. She teaches creative writing and coaches high school track.
“The poem I would never want to write is the one I always end up writing: all
heart.”
William Olsen’s most recent collection of poetry is Sand Theory (Northwestern/
Triquarterly, 2011). He teaches in the M.F.A./Ph.D. creative writing program at
Western Michigan University. He lives in Kalamazoo. “I would not want to write a
poem that refuses forgiveness.”
C. Russell Price holds a B.A. from the University of Virginia and an M.F.A. from
Northwestern University. Previous publications include Assaracus, Canopic Jar,
North Chicago Review, Weave, and elsewhere. “I will never want to write the eulogy
for my partner, whoever, whenever, wherever that is. It would be easier to just
write my own.”
Kenyatta Rogers’s work has been previously published in or is forthcoming from
jubilat, Vinyl, Columbia Poetry Review, The Volta, and elsewhere. He is an Associate
Editor with Rhino. “I wouldn’t want to write the poem for a stranger’s occasion:
wedding, funeral, bar mitzvah, graduation. Actually I wouldn’t even want to write
the poem for the occasion of someone I know. Or even my own. Who am I kidding
though. Nobody would want me to anyway. I’m missing the shut off valve.”
Brian Russell is the author of The Year of What Now (Graywolf, 2013) and serves as
managing editor for Phantom Limb Press. He lives in Chicago. “My last poem.”
Diane Seuss’s third collection of poems, Four-Legged Girl, is forthcoming from
Graywolf Press in 2015. Her second book, Wolf Lake, White Gown Blown Open was
published by the University of Massachusetts Press in 2010. Seuss is writer-inresidence at Kalamazoo College. “The one poem I never want to write is an epic
elegy, laudatory in tone, for my ex-husband.”
Jacob Sunderlin’s poetry appears or is forthcoming in Colorado Review, Cream City
Review, Ploughshares, Narrative, and elsewhere. “Poem I would never want to write:
I keep thinking of bad titles, “The Kinky Jockey” or “Cosmic Doo-Doo,” but then I
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think: You’re a stupid Jacob. Bad ideas are good for making poems. May the dumb
birds of them grace me.”
Sarah Tarkany was born in Charleston, South Carolina. She earned her M.F.A.
in Poetry from Columbia College. Her poetry can also be found in Columbia Poetry
Review. “There aren’t any poems I wouldn’t want to write, but many I wouldn’t
want to publish.”
Tony Trigilio’s recent poetry collections are The Complete Dark Shadows (of My
Childhood), Book 1 (BlazeVOX Books, 2014) and White Noise (Apostrophe Books,
2013). He is editor of Elise Cowen: Poems and Fragments (Ahsahta Press, 2014).
He directs the program in Creative Writing/Poetry at Columbia College Chicago.
“The one poem I’d never want to write? I try to stay open to writing about almost
anything, and in any form, but I’m not interested in writing about academia or
about my students. Poetry often suffers from its association with the four walls
of the classroom. As much as I love teaching poetry—and as much as I hope my
students feel like my classrooms have no figurative walls—I don’t have an urge to
write poems about the teaching of poems.”
David Trinidad’s most recent books are Dear Prudence: New and Selected Poems
(2011) and Peyton Place: A Haiku Soap Opera (2013), both published by Turtle Point
Press. He lives in Chicago, where he teaches in the Creative Writing Department
at Columbia College. “The one poem I would never want to write? I can’t tell you
because I’m never going to write it.”
David L. Ulin is the author, most recently, of the novella Labyrinth. His other
books include The Lost Art of Reading: Why Books Matter in a Distracted Time and
Writing Los Angeles: A Literary Anthology. He is book critic of the Los Angeles
Times. “The one poem I would never want to write is every poem before I write it.
Writing is hard and I am always looking for a way out. The poem I want to write
is the one that pushes me through that resistance, that makes me dig in despite
myself. The poem I would never want to write is the one that doesn’t have the
force to get me there.”
Stacey Waite is Assistant Professor of English at the University of NebraskaLincoln and has published four collections of poems: Choke (2004), Love Poem to
Androgyny (2006), the lake has no saint (2008), and Butch Geography (Tupelo Press,
2013). One poem Stacey Waite would never want to write is a poem that was
actually about the thing it seems to be about.
G.C. Waldrep’s most recent books are The Arcadia Project: North American
Postmodern Pastoral (Ahsahta, 2012), co-edited with Joshua Corey, and a chapbook,
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Susquehanna (Omnidawn, 2013). BOA Editions will release a long poem,
Testament, in 2015. Waldrep lives in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, where he teaches at
Bucknell University, edits the journal West Branch, and serves as editor-at-large for
The Kenyon Review. “The one about the ostriches and the machine guns. Really,
haven’t we all had enough?”
Joshua Ware was born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1977. His “Apartment” poems
were composed there during 2013/2014 as part of his winter correspondence
project. “One poem I would never want to write is: [Are you the keymaster? / I
am the gatekeeper.]”
Eric Weinstein’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in AGNI, Alaska
Quarterly Review, The Antioch Review, The Believer, The Iowa Review, and elsewhere.
He lives in New York City. “Anything pertaining to the Kardashians.”
Joshua Marie Wilkinson’s most recent book is The Courier’s Archive & Hymnal
(Sidebrow Books, 2014). He lives in Tucson, Arizona. “Drawing a blank on the
question you sent. Ahh!”
Amy Woolard is a public policy attorney. Her poems and essays have appeared
in Virginia Quarterly Review, Indiana Review, Best New Poets 2013, Slate, Indiewire,
and elsewhere. She lives in Charlottesville, Virginia. “I would never want to write
the Inaugural Poem for a U.S. President’s inauguration, for the same reason that I
work in policy but would never want to run for office.”
Joshua Young is the author of The Holy Ghost People (Plays Inverse Press) and
three other collections. He is editor-in-chief for The Lettered Streets Press and
Associate Director of Creative Writing at Columbia College Chicago. “Whenever
I say that I’ll never do something in a poem or whatever, I end up doing it. But I’ll
say this anyway: I would never write a nature poem that’s a metaphor about life
and ends with an epiphany and a sunset. Unless I was James Wright, then I would
do it.”
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